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Perception of Ecological Risk to Water Environments and How It Affects Water
Consumption and Water Resource Management in Southern Nevada
Climate is harsh in southern Nevada where there is (and has been) a drought alert
in effect for over a decade now (Kerr, 2007; Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2009).
Las Vegas Valley is a major center of population in the region (1.9 million people),
receiving only 4.5 inches of average annual precipitation yet in need of securing more
water resources in the near future (SNWA, 2009). Water resource management in
southern Nevada is a challenge, especially when 90% of the area’s water needs are met
by a single source, the Colorado River, the flow rates of which have been in decline in
recent years (Johnson, 2008; Morrison, Postel, & Gleick, 1996).
Currently there are two practices in Las Vegas Valley pertaining to water resource
use and management which, if modified, will increase the area’s available water stock in
the region. First, in spite of the drought and a strong emphasis on public outreach
programs to cut down consumptive uses, water-intensive landscaping trends in Las Vegas
Valley continue depleting the area’s scarce water resources (SNWA, 2005; SNWA
2006a), and Las Vegas Metropolitan Area continues to have a high per capita water
consumption compared to other urban areas in southwestern U.S. And second, Southern
Nevada Water Authority (SNWA), while recognizing the drought in the region, continues
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to emphasize supply-side water management policies such as the interbasin water transfer
plan from rural communities in southeastern/eastern Nevada to Las Vegas Valley
(SNWA, 2006b; SNWA, 2009).
SNWA’s plan to bring interbasin water (groundwater) from rural Nevada to Las
Vegas Valley is the latest addition to southern Nevada’s supply-side water resource
management policies, creating tension between urban and rural communities. Concerned
citizens, environmental groups, and scientists contend that SNWA’s interbasin water
transfer plan, if implemented, will have undesired social, economic, fiscal, ethical, and
ecological implications (Deacon et al., 2007; Sierra Club 2008). These implications can
be avoided if people in Las Vegas Valley start using the region’s scarce water resources
in a more sustainable manner so that there may not even be a need to look for additional
water elsewhere (Deacon et al., 2007).
This professional paper discusses southern Nevadans’ perception of risk to water
environments, and how it affects water resource management and water consumption in
the region. Understanding people’s risk perception to water environments will help the
policymakers develop effective risk management and risk communication strategies. It
will also aid the ongoing policy debate on interbasin water transfer plan from rural
Nevada to Las Vegas Metropolitan Area so that 1. The stakeholders’ views on both sides
of the issue, and the plan’s social, economic, fiscal, ethical and ecological implications
can be better understood, and 2. Informed decisions can be made in a sustainable manner,
ensuring the rights of stakeholders and natural systems are not violated, the region’s
valuable resources are preserved, and the true costs and benefits of interbasin water
transfers are accurately quantified to benefit both the rural and urban residents of
Nevada.
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Perception of Ecological Risk to Water Environments and How It Impacts Water
Consumption and Water Resource Management in Southern Nevada
1. Introduction
1.1. The Problem
Freshwater scarcity is a global phenomenon. As human populations and world
economies continue to grow, the demand for potable water increases, further stressing
freshwater systems (Gleick, 2004; Pimentel et al., 2004; Postel, Daily, & Ehrlich, 1999).
This scarcity, exacerbated by global climate change and drought, is especially severe in
arid regions of the world, including southwestern United States where Colorado River’s
(Appendix A) normal flow is fully allocated and new water resources are in short supply
(Global Freshwater Programme, 2007; Libecap, 2005; National Research Council, 1992).
Heavy urbanization and increased demand for both the municipal and agricultural
water compound the difficult task of water resource management in the Colorado River
Basin, giving rise to water transfers from rural basins (basins-of-origin that have water
surplus) to urban areas (receiving basins that have water shortage) (Libecap, 2005;
Libecap, et al., 2005; NRC, 1992). Due to ongoing drought conditions in the Colorado
River Basin and “sustained and severe” water shortage in the region, Southern Nevada
Water Authority (SNWA --a cooperative seven-member water agency in southern
Nevada) enacted the “Water Resource Plan 09” in 2009 (SNWA, 2009).
According to SNWA, Las Vegas Valley is in need of securing more water
resources in the near future (SNWA, 2009). The agency, in order to meet the area’s
future water needs, has interbasin (trans-basin) water transfer plan to bring rural
groundwater from neighboring northern basins to Las Vegas Valley (Figure 1) (SNWA,
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Figure 1. Proposed Clark, Lincoln, and White Pine Counties groundwater development project.
Source: SNWA Draft Conceptual Plan of Development, April 2010
http://www.snwa.com/assets/pdf/gdp_concept_plan.pdf
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2009). Concerned citizens, environmental groups, and scientists contend that SNWA’s
interbasin water transfer plan, if implemented, will have adverse social, economic,
ethical, and ecological implications (Deacon et al., 2007; Sierra Club, 2008), especially
while the region is in a longstanding drought for over a decade now (Kerr, 2 007).
Implications of the interbasin water transfer can be avoided if people in Las Vegas Valley
use the area’s water resources in a more sustainable manner so that there may not even be
a need to look for additional water elsewhere (Deacon et al., 2007; Sierra Club, 2008).
1.2. Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to propose a research that examines southern,
southeastern, and eastern Nevadans’ perception of ecological risk to water environments,
and how it affects water consumption and water resource management in the region.
This study can aid the ongoing policy debate on interbasin water transfer plan from rural
southeastern/eastern Nevada to Las Vegas Metropolitan Area (Figure 1; Appendices A &
B) so that 1. The stakeholders’ views on both sides of the issue and the plan’s social,
economic, fiscal, ethical and ecological implications can be better understood, and 2.
Informed decisions can be made in a sustainable manner.
Understanding people’s perception of risk to water environments will help us to
develop effective risk management and risk communication strategies that are critical to
attain water sustainability in arid regions like southern Nevada. The study will also help
us understand if there is a need to further investigate whether perception of risk to water
environments plays a role in risk behavior and risk decision-making in the face of
uncertainty.
Currently there are two practices in Las Vegas Valley pertaining to water resource
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use and management which, if modified, will increase the area’s available water stock.
First, in spite of the drought and a strong emphasis on public outreach programs to cut
down consumptive uses, water-intensive landscaping trends in Las Vegas Valley
continue and Las Vegas Metropolitan Area still has a high per capita water consumption
(SNWA, 2005; SNWA, 2006a) compared to other urban areas in southwestern U.S.
(Appendices F, G, & H). And second, SNWA, while recognizing the drought in the
region, continues to emphasize supply-side water management policies such as the
interbasin water transfer plan from rural communities in southeastern/eastern Nevada to
Las Vegas Valley (SNWA, 2005; SNWA, 2006a).
Las Vegas Valley currently uses about 550,000 afy (acre-feet/year) water (one
acre-foot is the volume that has a base area of 1 acre and a height of 1 foot which is equal
to 43,560 cubic feet), 60 percent of which (330 kafy --kilo acre-feet/year) is by residential
users (SNWA, 2008a & 2008b; SNWA, 2009a) and about 70 percent of the latter amount
(231 kafy) is for outdoor uses (SNWA, 2009a).
A considerable portion of the outdoor use is known to be consumptive (SNWA,
2008a & 2008b; SNWA, 2009a). Consumptive uses result in evaporative losses that fail
to make their way back to one of the wastewater treatment facilities in the Valley to get
treated there and then returned to Lake Mead for return flow credits. Current water
consumption trends, and potential water shortages due to climate change and ongoing
drought can impact future water resources in the region --especially while the Valley’s
population is projected to grow.
According to the Center for Business and Economic Research at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, and the Clark County Comprehensive Planning (Clark County is the
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only county in southern Nevada), Clark County’s 2009 population of 2,166,000 will grow
to 2,649,000 by 2015 and 2,978,000 by 2020 (Clark County Comprehensive Planning,
2005). SNWA understands that both higher human population growth in coming years
and lower levels of conservation will result in higher demands for water in southern
Nevada and this can significantly impact water resource planning in the region (SNWA,
2009a).
As part of a comprehensive overview of available water resources (supply) and
demand in southern Nevada, SNWA drafted the Water Resource Plan in 1996 and revised
it eight times in thirteen years to accommodate the area’s water needs and respond to
sustained drought conditions in the region --by especially focusing on outdoor water
consumption in the Valley (SNWA, 2009a). SNWA insists that consumptive use is of
paramount concern to the region (SNWA, 2009a).
In 2005 SNWA declared the conservation goals of 250 gpcd [gallons per capita
per day, i.e., gal/(capita*day)] by 2010 and 245gpcd by 2035 (SNWA, 2005). In 2009
SNWA announced the improved conservation goal of 199 gpcd by 2035 --a further
reduction of 46 gpcd for a saving of 276,000 acre-feet of water per year (SNWA, 2009a).
(For the record, the water district’s water consumption was 254 gpcd in late 2008 --on par
with the 2010 goal of 250 gpcd.) The additional 46 gpcd reduction in water consumption
by 2035 will be an important accomplishment, yet it falls short when compared to current
per capita consumption rates in the nation and the rest of the world.
Per capita public-supply withdrawals (an alternate method to monitor per capita
water consumption per day) in United States averaged 183 gpcd in 1985, 184 gpcd in
1990, and 179 gpcd in 1995 (Solley, Pierce, & Perlman, 1998). Most of the water
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districts in the American West where water shortage is also a problem have already
achieved water consumption rates below 200 gpcd (Appendices F, G, & H) in or before
2009, so it is not clear how SNWA has come up with its 2035 target value of “199 gpcd”
and why it has to wait until 2035 to attain this goal.
In another comparison, the per capita water consumption in countries with
“moderate” to “high per capita income” is fairly lower compared to southern Nevada
(Appendix I consists of European countries with higher precipitation rates, and Appendix
J consists of Australian cities, most of which are in drought and face severe water
shortages). The per capita water consumptions in countries with “low per capita income”
are much lower compared to southern Nevada. Cairncross (1987) provides an example
from Mozambique where water consumption in a village with a standpipe was 12.3 liters
per capita per day (3.25 gpcd) compared to 3.24 liters per capita per day (0.79 gpcd) in a
village where it took over five hours to collect a bucket of water (Howard & Bartram, 2003).

It is interesting to note that the state of Georgia, U.S., which also faces drought
conditions, per its Water Conservation Program as set forth by Georgia Department of
Natural Resources (2004), has established water efficiency benchmarks of 50-70 gpcd for
single-family indoor, 50-60 gpcd for multi-family indoor, and 15 gpcd for residential
outdoor. This amount is in accordance with American Water Works Association’s
(AWWA) 1999 landmark water use study of 1,200 homes in North America that found
the average indoor water use for single-family homes to be 69 gpcd (Georgia Department
of Natural Resources, 2004). These daily per capita residential water use rate goals are
not only much lower than southern Nevada’s per capita daily water use rate goal, but also
the target date to accomplish these goals are within years, not a quarter of a century.
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According to SNWA, 70 percent of the residential water consumption is for
outdoor uses (Appendices D & E) --47 percent for “effective” watering and 23 percent
for ineffective watering (SNWA, 2006a). It is not known, however, what the ratio of the
desert landscaping using drip irrigation is to non-desert landscaping using sprinkler
irrigation within this 47 percent “effective” watering. In an arid region like Las Vegas
Valley, a great portion of the water used for landscape irrigation is assumed to be
consumptive as most of the water doesn’t get a chance to percolate into the ground
because of evaporative losses and the topsoil structure in the Valley (SNWA, 2005).
With better conservation planning this water can be made available for more efficient,
non-consumptive uses in Las Vegas Valley.
The second practice in southern Nevada that draws the public attention is the
continued emphasis on the supply-side management of water resources. The
inconvenience, disruption, and stress of ongoing drought require the water managers in
southern Nevada to decide in the face of uncertainty, and look for new water resources to
meet the demand. Slovic, Kunreuther, and White (2000) assert that technological
solutions to problems that constitute risks are usually justified by a computation of
benefits and costs with the assumption that the involved parties in the decision-making
process have the tools and knowledge to decide in an economically rational way.
Research has shown, however, that a wide range of policy adjustments to control
nature and cope with its extreme hazards will not succeed without the thorough
understanding of the ecological, socioeconomic, psychological, cultural, and ethical
dimensions of the process (Slovic et al., 2000). The Colorado River system is facing the
worst drought on record and Lake Mead’s (the surface water resource where Las Vegas
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Valley gets about 90 percent of its water) water level has dropped more than 100 feet
since January 2000 (SNWA, 2009a). Due to the existing water deficit in the region,
southern Nevada falls into the category of a “hazard zone” and the water managers face
many uncertainties when they have to make important decisions to meet the area’s water
needs.
Considering the projected human population growth in coming years, and the
uncertainty of future water resources in the region, it is definitely worth to investigate
whether poor perception of ecological risk to water environments plays a role in southern
Nevadans’ (in both the urban and rural communities) water consumption trends and
SNWA’s decision-making strategies in managing the area’s resources. Having a better
understanding of risk perception to water environments is critical to attain water
sustainability in arid regions like southern Nevada.
1.3. The Significance of Investigating Perception of Risk to Water Environments in
Southern Nevada
The proposed study is significant for three reasons. First, it is similar to
McDaniels, Axelrod, and Slovic’s 1997 study of perception of ecological risks to water
environments in Fraser River Basin, British Columbia, Canada. McDaniels et al. (1997)
study confirmed that a small set of factors explain the observed variability in “expert”
and “lay” judgments on ecological risks to water environments, and the current study will
further explore this variability in an arid region.
The ecological risks to water environments, however, are quite different in Fraser
River Basin and southern Nevada. While southern Nevada is in drought (Kerr, 2007;
SNWA 2009a), there is no longstanding drought in Pacific Northwest (Agriculture and
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Agri-Food Canada, 2009; National Drought Mitigation Center, 2009b). Surface water
and groundwater supplies are ample in Pacific Northwest while there is a net water deficit
in southern Nevada (SNWA, 2009a). It will be interesting to compare the results
between two regions that differ greatly in their water resources and climatic variables.
Second, this study will be on two polarized communities (rural and urban) with
conflicting interests where each wants to secure future water resources for itself in the
face of uncertainty (Brean, 2009a & b; Desert Beacon, 2008; Great Basin Water
Network, 2009; Johnson, 2008; SNWA, 2009a; Witcher, 2008). Neill (2009) has
investigated how the perceptions of risk in Nevada’s rural communities vary.
Ascertaining the perceptions of risk in both the urban and rural communities will help us
to better understand how people’s views may differ within the same geographic region.
Lastly, the findings in this study will help shape sustainable policies, ensuring the
rights of stakeholders and natural systems are not violated, our scarce resources are not
depleted, and the true costs and benefits of interbasin water transfers are accurately
quantified so that an informed decision can be made to benefit both the rural and urban
residents of Nevada. If the proposed study finds the perception of risks to water
resources low for the Las Vegas Valley residents, the decision makers may focus more on
public outreach programs, public service announcements, and risk communication. And
if the study finds the perception of risks to water resources high for the Las Vegas Valley
residents, the decision makers may push more efficient demand-side water resource
management strategies.
Either way, Las Vegas Valley will end up saving considerable amount of
resources by focusing more on improved conservation. I expect the results of the study to
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help in effective and efficient policy formulations for improved water resource
management not only in the Colorado River Basin, but also in other arid parts of the
world.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Water: A Rare Resource in the American West
Water has always played a vital role in the development of urban and rural
communities in the western United States (Garnsey, 1952). During the westward
expansion, in order to encourage development in the arid West, the federal government
kept the price of the rural water in the federal lands low: Water-intensive agriculture and
ranching became popular among the expansionist pioneering frontiersmen (Garnsey,
1952; Reisner, 1986).
This mindset hasn’t changed much during the last century. Currently, about 80
percent of consumptive water use in the West is allocated to the agricultural sector
(mostly for growing subsidized crops such as alfalfa, cotton, and rice) and the price of the
agricultural water is still low, as low as US$15.00 an acre-foot whereas the urban areas
are willing to pay for the same water as high as US$15,000.00 an acre foot (Libecap,
2005). Also, what the farmers pay for the agricultural water in the West (mostly for the
basic operational costs such as pumping and conveyance of the water and maintaining the
infrastructure) remains to be less than what the farmers pay for agricultural water
elsewhere in the nation (Frisvold & Emerick, 2006; Libecap, 2005).
Some resource economists studying western water supply issues focus on leastcost solutions to meeting growing urban water demands, evaluating both the costs and the
benefits of allocating water resources for alternate uses. According to them, the “low-
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priced” --and often mismanaged-- rural water in the West can find better “beneficial use”
in municipal and environmental uses, such as providing drinking water for municipalities
and maintaining riparian habitats and in-stream flows (Libecap, 2005). For example,
Hirshleifer, DeHaven, and Milliman (1960) contended that transferring “low-valued”
irrigation water from the Imperial Valley would be more economical and “beneficial”
than constructing the Feather River Project to bring northern California water to southern
California.
The opponents of interbasin water transfers in the American West claim that the
definition of the “beneficial use” in the Western water law is vague because what is
beneficial use for one community may not necessarily be so for another. In Colorado, for
example, the Colorado Legislature broadened state authority to acquire water rights to
improve the environment, leaving water in surface waters and not diverting it for
traditional purposes such as farming and ranching --a new trend that’s increasingly being
viewed by policymakers and environmentalists as "beneficial use" (Kenworthy, 2002).
In western United States, the rural agricultural water keeps getting the attention of
water managers in urban areas where the rural water is usually viewed as meeting the
urban water demand (Gollehon, 1999). However, Gollehon (1999) posits that water
resource management case studies find the adverse impacts of trans-basin (interbasin)
water transfers on agriculturally dependent rural communities to be significant as the
costs of the water exports usually accrue to the area of origin (rural basins) and the
benefits to the area of water use (urban basins).
Howe and Easter (1971) lay out an analytic framework for evaluating large-scale
interbasin water transfers, emphasizing the importance of the opportunity costs of water
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in the basins where the water originate. Opportunity costs of the water exported out of a
basin may be substantial, even when the basins of origin have ample water supplies
(Howe & Easter, 1971). These opportunity costs may include foregone thermal &
hydroelectric power, foregone agricultural economy, and foregone future economic
development in the area due to reduced or eliminated water resources (Howe & Easter,
1971).
Also, the contentious issue of “prior appropriation” further complicates the water
resource management issues in the West: If the Native Americans, and then the farmers
and ranchers were there first to acquire the rights to the rural water, how can the
municipalities that were established later claim rights to the same water? And what
about the rights of the ecosystems: Were they not there first to have the rights to the
water?
2.2. Water Rights in the United States
Water right refers to the right of a user to use water from a natural water source
such as a river, stream, lake, pond, or aquifer (Getches, 1997). In areas with ample water
(where the water needs of the users are met) the water allocation is usually not
complicated or contentious. In arid and semiarid regions (where water is scarce) water
disputes occur quite often because water demand usually exceeds water supply (Getches,
1997; Gould, Grant, & Weber, 2005; Reisner, 2008). These disputes escalate during
times of drought, creating conflict and tension among water users as to who can use
limited water supplies at what quantities (Getches, 1997).
Water in the U.S. generally belongs to the states. The states determine the rules
and regulations under which water rights are created, exercised, and governed (Davis,
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2001; Getches, 1997; Reisner, 1993). Per state laws, water users obtain usufructuary
rights from their state to use the state’s water resources (Getches, 1997).
Usufruct is the legal right to use and derive benefit and/or profit from a property
(in the case of the water law the property is water) that belongs to another person or
entity, as long as the property (water) is not diminished in value. The holder of a
usufruct, i.e. the usufructuary, has the right to use and enjoy the property (water), as well
as the right to receive profits from the fruits of the property (Getches, 1997). (The word
usufruct derives its meaning from the Latin roots usus and fructus, referring to the rights
of “use” and “fruit”, respectively.)
Water rights are traditionally a state issue, with only limited involvement at the
federal level (Kubasek & Silverman, 2008). The federal government is only part of those
disputes that involve cases to resolve allocation and/or adjudication issues between states
or neighboring countries, cases that involve native American water issues, or cases that
involve ecological issues relating to surface waters (Getches, 1997; Kubasek &
Silverman, 2008).
In the United States two fundamental doctrines govern the right to use surface
waters: The eastern “riparian” water rights and the western “appropriative” water rights
(BLM, 2008; Kubasek & Silverman, 2008). In eastern and in some parts of the western
states (where the hybrid water right systems --a mixture of eastern riparian and western
appropriative water rights-- are in place) the right to use surface water is established by a
physical link between the water source and the user who owns a property on the banks of
this water source and thus can make “reasonable” use of the water; this is called the
riparian water right.
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Based on the doctrine of prior appropriation water rights in western U.S. can be
claimed by citizens for “beneficial” uses --both adjacent to and away from the water
sources (Getches, 1997; Gould et al., 2005; Kubasek & Silverman, 2008). The system of
appropriative water rights allows the applicants to obtain water rights on a “first in time,
first in right” basis (BLM, 2008). The owner of a water right can put her share of water
to “beneficial use” until she forfeits this right by not using the water that’s appropriated
to her (BLM, 2008; Kubasek & Silverman, 2008).
Each state honoring riparian water rights determines what “reasonable” use is
(Kubasek 2008). Factors deciding the “reasonableness” of the use are the purpose of the
use, the suitability of the use to the water course, the economic value of the use, the social
value of the use, the extent and amount of harm associated with the use, the practicality
of adjusting the quantity of water used by each owner, the protection of existing values of
water uses, land, investments, and enterprise, and the justice of requiring the user who is
causing harm to bear the losses (Getches, 1997; Gould et al., 2005; Kubasek &
Silverman, 2008).
The system of prior appropriation provides a mechanism for obtaining water
rights that is a function of water use. The “beneficial” use of water, such as diverting it
from a water source and using it for agricultural, industrial, or municipal purposes, gives
the user the right to use that water as long as she meets certain criteria set forth by the
state where the water is located (Getches, 1997; Kubasek & Silverman, 2008).
Those with the earliest water rights, referred to as holders of senior rights (senior
appropriators), may use the water before anyone who holds a junior right (junior
appropriator). In dry years those with a junior right may have to do without water
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because the senior appropriators have the right to use the water first (Bates et al., 1992;
Getches, 1997).
Appropriative water rights are predicated on demonstrated needs; without this
need, the legal right for future use is replaced by the rights of current users --both senior
and junior (Getches, 1997; Kubasek & Silverman, 2008).
Appropriative water rights can be sold and transferred out of the basin. When a
water right is sold in the West, it retains its original appropriation date, reserving its
seniority. Only the amount of water historically consumed under the water right can be
transferred to the new water right holder when the right is sold. (Getches, 1997; Kubasek
& Silverman, 2008). Failure to use the water for a beneficial purpose for a period of time
may result in a forfeiture of the water right issued by the state and the water right may
lapse under the doctrine of abandonment (Getches, 1997; Kubasek & Silverman, 2008).
Groundwater rights in the U.S. used to belong to the overlying landowners who
had the right to pump at their convenience; this is known as the “English Rule.” Today,
the nation’s groundwater is regulated as a public good --known as the “American Rule”-subject to state regulation and possibly to federal regulation if the groundwater use
interferes with the nation’s navigable waters. So far the federal government has never
exercised its authority to regulate groundwater (Kubasek and Silverman 2008).
Anyone intended to use the nation’s groundwater must obtain a groundwater right
permit from the state water resource department where the groundwater extraction will
take place. In eastern states, the groundwater use is based on reasonable use doctrine
(Getches 1997; Kubasek and Silverman 2008).
In western states, all groundwater within the state belongs to the state, with earlier
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users having priority to put the groundwater to beneficial use. New permits are granted if
the new well(s) will not injure the water supply (surface or groundwater) of existing users
because excessive pumping can adversely impact (due to drawdown) neighboring water
supplies (Kubasek and Silverman 2008).
Most rural areas in the West use their water for agricultural purposes, but they
also have some untapped water reserves (mostly groundwater and some surface waters
too). Western water purveyors in the U.S. want to bring these untapped reserves to rural
and urban areas that have a water deficit because they believe that the “surplus” water the
rural residents don’t use can be put to “better” beneficial use at these receiving basins
(Libecap, 2005; National Research Council, 1992). This practice increases the tension

between the basins-of-origin (rural communities) and the receiving basins (mostly urban
communities) (Desert Beacon, 2008).
Gupta and van der Zaag (2008) assert that whenever there is an urban-rural
conflict due to an interbasin water transfer, the goal of the decision makers is to evaluate
and re-evaluate all the options and come up with a solution that benefits all --not just
certain sides that are involved in the conflict. Because of the political clouts, conflicting
interests, and inherent uncertainties, Gupta and van der Zaag contend that it is crucial for
the independent multi-disciplinary researchers to 1. Scrutinize large hydraulic works that
involve interbasin water transfers, 2. Assist the decision makers with their findings during
the decision making process (2008). The large-scale hydraulic works are justified only if
the decision-makers have exhausted all the alternatives to solve the water deficit problem
of the area, the alleviation of the problem is absolutely necessary, and none of the actions
to solve this problem will involve environmental risks that will disrupt the vitality of the
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human-nature systems (Gupta & van der Zaag, 2008).
2.3. Interbasin Water Transfers in the American West
Rural water “grabs” for both the municipal and large-scale agricultural uses have
been going on in the American West for over a century (Libecap, 2005; Libecap et al.,
2005; Reisner, 1986), and it continues to be a trend --in spite of the adverse socioeconomic and ecological implications of interbasin water transfers the literature discusses
in great detail (Changming, 1998; Deacon et al., 2007; Elmore, Mustard, & Manning,
2003; Falkenmark & Molden, 2008; Frisvold & Emerick, 2006; Gupta & van der Zaag,
2008; Milliman, Farnsworth, Jones, Xu, & Smith, 2008; Reisner, 1986).
William Mulholland (a self-taught engineer) built the first Los Angeles Aqueduct
(223 miles/359 km long) in 1913 to deliver water from the Owens River to Los Angeles
--a growing city that could no longer secure additional supplies through surface water
allocation or groundwater pumping. The aqueduct provided much-needed water for Los
Angeles, yet it also ended the development of the Owens Valley as a farming community
and devastated the ecosystem of Owens Lake (Reisner, 1986).
The second Los Angeles Aqueduct (137 miles/220 km long) was completed in
1970, appropriating water from the four inflow streams that drained into Mono Lake.
The lake water receded as a result of this, negatively impacting the lake’s wildlife
(Kubasek & Silverman, 2008). Responding to the lower court’s decision (National
Audubon Society v. Superior Court 1983), the California Supreme Court ruled that the
“public trust doctrine” (requiring government protection of important natural resources)
and the “appropriative water rights” are two parts of one integrated system of western
water law and the State of California therefore has the responsibility to balance the
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economic interests served by the water appropriations with the ecological and
recreational interests protected under the public trust doctrine (Bates et al., 1993;
Getches, 1997; Kubasek & Silverman, 2008). This decision forced the City of Los
Angeles to pump less water from Mono Lake, and to stabilize water levels at Mono Lake
and Owens Lake to restore their ecosystems (Kubasek & Silverman, 2008).
The Colorado River Aqueduct is a 242-mile (392 km) long water conveyance in
southern California. The aqueduct diverts water from the Colorado River and is one of
the primary sources of drinking water in southern California. A larger project in Arizona,
The Central Arizona Project (CAP), is a 336-mile (541 km) diversion canal, diverting
already over-allocated Colorado River water and pumping it uphill into central and
southern Arizona (Morrison, Postel, & Gleick, 1996; Brookshire et al., 2004). According
to Pacific Institute for Studies in Development, Environment, and Security (PISDES) and
Pitt et al. (2000), both California and Arizona have committed increasingly more water to
agricultural and municipal consumption than the Colorado River could reliably deliver,
negatively affecting ecologically sensitive riparian ecosystems and estuaries at the
Colorado River Delta (Morrison, Postel, & Gleick, 1996; Pitt et al., 2000).
The California State Water Project is the world's largest publicly built and
operated water and power development and conveyance system. As part of this project,
the 444-mile (715 km) long California Aqueduct carries water from northern to southern
California, providing most of the water (roughly 80%) for large-scale commercial
agriculture in the San Joaquin Valley. It also provides drinking water for over 23 million
people and generates an average 6.5 million MWh/year hydroelectricity, consuming 5.1
million MWh/year of it just to maintain itself (California Department of Water
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Resources, 2008). In dry years, the system’s excessive water pumping generates severe
environmental risks for the Sacramento River Delta’s ecosystems (Grani, 1997).
Due to arid climate and limited water resources, transferring water from one basin
to another is common in Nevada too (Appendix C). The first interbasin water transfer in
Nevada occurred in 1873 when water from Hobart Reservoir in Washoe Valley was
conveyed to Virginia City for municipal use. Several interbasin water transfer projects
have been completed since then in almost every part of the state (Nevada Division of
Water Resources, 2009) and Southern Nevada Water Authority’s (SNWA) current
interbasin water transfer plan from rural Nevada to Las Vegas Valley is the latest such
attempt.
2.4. Southern Nevada Water Authority’s Interbasin Water Transfer Plan from
Southeastern/Eastern Nevada to Las Vegas Valley
In order to meet southern Nevada’s future water needs and to deal with the longrunning drought in the region, SNWA has plans to develop surface water at Muddy River
(7,000 afy) and Virgin River (113,000 afy) and even build a desalination plant on the
Pacific coast of Mexico (SNWA, 2007a; Johnson, 2007; Robbins, 2007). The water
authority also plans to develop groundwater in neighboring southeastern/eastern Nevada
counties (Johnson, 2007) --a project that has the potential to impact the water regimes
and interests in southeastern/eastern Nevada, and Millard and Juab Counties in Utah.
Furthermore, in August of 2009, the authority approved the construction of the pipeline
that will bring rural water to Las Vegas Valley (Appendices A & B) (Brean, 2009a).
Should the federal and regional authorities ever grant the necessary permits to
pump rural groundwater to Las Vegas Valley, SNWA will start the construction of the
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pipeline at its convenience (Brean, 2009a). Preparations for the trans-basin water
pipeline continue, but so does the opposition to the project (Brean, 2009). Rural residents
call SNWA’s interbasin water transfer plan an example of “modern-day colonialism”,
and “socialism for the rich”, urging the water authority to cancel the project (Brean,
2009a).
Since 1987, SNWA has filed 147 groundwater applications with the Nevada State
Engineer to appropriate unallocated groundwater in 30 basins located to the north of Las
Vegas Valley (SNWA, 2009a). The water authority, however, knows it needs federal
permits to bring rural groundwater across the federal lands as most of the land between
the rural basins and the Las Vegas Valley is owned by the federal government.
With the passage of the Southern Nevada Public Land Management Act in 1998,
a succession of land bills introduced by Senator Harry Reid (D) and the Nevada
delegation passed through the U.S. Congress every two years or so (Green, 2008a).
These land bills made possible the sale of marginal federal lands around the Las Vegas
Valley to the developers (and thus promoting further growth in the Valley), securing 10
percent of the proceeds from these land sales to be used towards financing growth in Las
Vegas Valley (Green, 2008a).
Each land bill that passed the U.S. Congress was also accompanied with the
designation of choice parcels of wilderness areas in southern Nevada (440,000 acres in
Clark County, 768,000 acres in Lincoln County, and 559,000 acres in White Pine County
--something that was welcome by the ranching communities), the creation of the Sloan
Canyon National Conservation Area, and the enlargement of the Red Rock Canyon
Recreational Area (Green, 2008a). When the Lincoln County Conservation, Recreation
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and Development Act of 2004 passed, Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA) finally
got congressional support and clearance for the pipeline to bring water from rural basins
in southeastern Nevada to flourishing Las Vegas Valley (Green, 2008a).
In August 2004, with the intent to develop groundwater in several basins in
northern Clark, central Lincoln, and eastern White Pine Counties in Nevada and transfer
them to Las Vegas Valley, SNWA applied to the U.S. Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) for the right to build wells and pipelines across federal lands (SNWA, 2006 &
2007a). Because of environmental risks and existing water appropriations, the water
authority withdrew most of its water right applications, limiting potential water
diversions to 19 basins in 2006 and down to 7 basins in 2008 in Clark, Lincoln, and
White Pine Counties, with a target groundwater yield of 200,000 afy (246.70 million
cubic meters [m3]) --164,000 afy for southern Nevada and the remainder for the Lincoln
County (SNWA, 2006, 2007a, 2008; Johnson, 2008).
The major proponents of this interbasin water transfer project are from Las Vegas
Valley (Desert Beacon, 2008; Green, 2008a). Southern Nevada Water Authority
(SNWA), SNWA General Manager Patricia Mulroy, other high-ranking SNWA officials,
Colorado River Commission of Nevada chairperson Richard Bunker, many Las Vegas
Valley casino executives, several union representatives and union workers, many urban
Republicans, and pro-growth groups in southern Nevada led by the Nevada Contractors
Association are the leading supporters of this large-scale public works project (Desert
Beacon, 2008; Green, 2008a).
The Nevada Office of the State Engineer is responsible for deciding whether to
approve SNWA's water rights applications. In determining whether an application for an
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interbasin transfer of water in Nevada should be approved or rejected, the State Engineer
per Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) 533.370 must consider: 1.Whether the applicant has
justified the need to import the water from another basin, 2. Whether a conservation plan
has been adopted and is being effectively carried out, 3. Whether the proposed action is
environmentally sound at the basin from where the water is exported, and 4. Whether the
proposed action is an appropriate long-term use that will not unduly limit the future
growth and development in the basin from which the water is exported (Nevada Division
of Water Resources, 2008).
The Nevada State Engineer’s decision on SNWA’s Clark, Lincoln and White Pine
County groundwater right applications is crucial for the future of Nevada’s water
resource management (Great Basin Water Network, 2009; Sierra Club, 2005 & 2008a).
In April 2007, the previous State Engineer Tracy Taylor approved the groundwater rights
applications submitted by the SNWA for the Spring Valley in White Pine County,
enabling the development of 60,000 acre-feet annually of groundwater from the basin.
And in July 2008, Taylor granted the SNWA 18,755 acre-feet of groundwater rights from
Delamar, Dry Lake, and Cave Valleys (SNWA, 2008b).
The BLM and other supporting agencies are in the process of preparing the DraftEIS (Draft Environmental Impact Statement) to determine the environmental soundness
of “safe yield” development of groundwater in the aforementioned valleys, at the
conclusion of which they will start preparing the Final-EIS. The findings of the FinalEIS will result in the issuance of the Record of Decision which will then determine the
right-of-way permits (SNWA, 2008a).
If BLM will grant the right-of-way permission, SNWA will start with the
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construction of the project that will be completed no sooner than 2014 (SNWA, 2008b).
The project is expected to cost US$3.5 billion (an estimate in 2007 U.S. dollars) and will
include 327 miles of underground pipeline, pumping stations, regulating tanks, power
facilities and a water treatment facility, located largely on federal lands between the rural
communities in southeastern Nevada and the Las Vegas Valley (Johnson, 2008).
The Clark, Lincoln, and White Pine County rural residents in Nevada, the
neighboring Millard County residents in Snake Valley, Utah, and many rural and urban
Democrats and Republicans in southern/southeastern/eastern Nevada and
southern/southwestern Utah oppose to SNWA’s interbasin water transfer project,
claiming that it does not meet the “environmental soundness” clause of the Nevada state
water law (Desert Beacon, 2008; Sierra Club, 2008a). Activists, NGO’s (nongovernmental organizations) led by Progressive Leadership Alliance of Nevada (PLAN),
environmental groups led by Sierra Club and its Executive Director Carl Pope, prominent
ecologists and conservationists, Great Basin Water Network, rural irrigation companies
and water boards in Nevada and Utah, and farmers and ranchers in Nevada and Utah led
by the Nevada Cattlemen’s Association are also among the large group of people and
organizations that oppose to the project (Desert Beacon, 2008; Sierra Club, 2008a).
Southern Nevada’s climate is harsh. In both southwestern U.S. and in southern
Nevada where Las Vegas Metropolitan Area --1.9+ million population (Clark County
Assessor, 2006)-- is located, there is (and has been) a drought alert in effect for over a
decade now (Kerr, 2007). According to National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s (NOAA) National Weather Service Climate Prediction Center, the
long-term Palmer drought severity index for southern Nevada for the period of August
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2009 was between “-3.0” to “-3.9” and is classified as severe drought (“-4.0” being
extreme drought on the same scale) (National Drought Mitigation Center, 2009a;
National Weather Service Climate Prediction Center, 2009).
Southern Nevada and the Colorado River Basin are not only in drought, but they
face a water shortage too. In February of 2008, researchers at San Diego's Scripps
Institution of Oceanography claimed that if the region's drought deepens and water use
continues to climb at its current rate, Lake Mead, America's largest artificial reservoir,
might run out of usable water by 2014 (a 10 percent chance) (National Geographic News,
2008). Lake Mead may even dry up by 2021 (a 50 percent chance) --due to increasing
threats from human-induced climate change, natural events like drought and disturbed
water cycles, and growing human populations and increasing freshwater demand in the
region (National Geographic News, 2008).
Piechota, Timilsena, Tootle, and Hidalgo (2004) assert that the current drought in
the American Southwest is amplified by the increased water demand due to urban growth
in the region. As Piechota et al. (2004) put it, “… [this] highlights the importance of
evaluating all the possible causes of a decreased water supply. Mild hydrologic drought
combined with the overuse of water supply can cause extreme drought conditions in a
basin.” Many communities in the southwestern United States consider enacting a
“drought emergency,” in which severe water restrictions are implemented (Piechota et al.,
2004). The tree-ring data reconstruction studies (Gray, Jackson, & Betancourt, 2004;
Meko, Stockton, & Boggess, 1995;Woodhouse, Gray, & Meko, 2006), hydrologic
variable reconstruction studies of precipitation, and stream flow estimates for the basin
that may be linked to variations in ocean temperatures suggest that the current drought is
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bad, and it can be worse (Piechota et al., 2004).
The Las Vegas Valley receives only 4.5 inches of average annual precipitation
with an average annual evapotranspiration (ET) of 90 inches (SNWA 2005). Water
resource management in Las Vegas Valley becomes a challenge, especially when 90% of
the area’s water needs are met by a single source (local groundwater sources provide the
remaining 10 % of the demand), the Colorado River, where the river water removal rates
have been steadily going up (Appendix K) (Morrison, Postel, & Gleick, 1996).
The Colorado River has a mean annual flow of 1,85 x 1010 m3/y (15 million afy)
at Lee’s Ferry, but the basin flow rates have been decreasing in recent years (Appendix L;
Morrison et al., 1996). Morrison et al. (1996) posit that the Colorado River Basin has
been committing increasingly more water to commercial (agricultural and industrial) and
residential consumption than the river could reliably deliver, and the water crisis areas
within the basin have been on the rise (Appendix M) (Morrison, Postel, & Gleick, 1996).
As specified by the Colorado River Compact of 1922 (H. Doc 605, 67th Congress,
4th Session) and Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928 (H. Doc 642, 70th Congress,
2nd Session), and then verified by the Supreme Court Decree in Arizona v. California in
1964, Nevada's Colorado River allocation is 300,000 acre-feet per year (afy), but this
amount is nowhere near to meet southern Nevada’s current water demand (SNWA,
2005). In order to meet the Valley’s current 550,000 afy water need, SNWA currently
withdraws approximately 500,000 afy from the Colorado River, but returns about
200,000 afy back to the system, receiving return-flow credits --a system Mulroy created
and succeeded in convincing the Colorado River Basin states to implement it (Robbins,
2007). This practice allows southern Nevada stretch its original allocation of 300,000
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afy.
As urban growth in southern Nevada continues, it will be necessary to provide
new water appropriations (mostly by means of interbasin transfers) of about 350,000 afy
in coming decades (Appendix N) (Nevada Division of Water Resources, 2008; Morrison,
Postel, & Gleick, 1996). The Colorado River --the roughly 1,450-mile-long lifeline of
the American Southwest that sustains 3.5 million acres of farmland and more than 30
million people in seven U.S. states, 34 tribal nations, and Mexico-- is, however, in
decline (Appendix L) and its future water productivity remains to be uncertain (Morrison,
Postel, & Gleick, 1996).
Most interbasin water transfers in the American West involve surface-water
resources (Gollehon, 1999), but in order to meet southern Nevada’s future water needs,
SNWA has been focusing on rural groundwater resources in southeastern/eastern Nevada
(Johnson, 2008). The opponents of SNWA’s interbasin water transfer plan claim there is
not enough groundwater available for exportation in southeastern/eastern Nevada’s rural
hydrographic basins (Desert Beacon, 2008). According to the opponents, any water
transfer out of these rural basins will hurt existing water users, farmers, ranchers, and the
environment, especially the state wildlife areas and the Pahranagat National Wildlife
Refuge that houses threatened and endangered wildlife (Desert Beacon, 2008).
Excessive groundwater pumping can lead to groundwater depletion, and this may
have serious social, economic, and ecological consequences (Sophocleous, 1997). The
traditional groundwater-pumping concept of “safe yield” is defined as the attainment and
maintenance of a long-term delicate balance between the annual withdrawals of
groundwater (by pumping) and the annual amount of recharge (natural and/or artificial)
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of groundwater (Sophocleous, 1997).
According to Sophocleous (1997) certain members of the scientific community
find the definition of “safe yield” flawed because it does not take into account the rights
of groundwater-fed surface water systems (springs and base flow --the fraction of stream
flow that originates in groundwater) and groundwater-dependent ecosystems including
wetlands and riparian ecosystems. Sophocleous (1997) posits safe yield is not
necessarily “sustainable” yield.
Sustainable yield is the average rate of pumping that can be maintained without
endangering the quality or the quantity of the pumped groundwater, and the integrity of
the ecosystems that the groundwater supports (Ponce, 2006a & 2006b). The sustainable
yield is only a suitable percentage of annual recharge, the percentage of which varies
with local hydrogeologic conditions (Ponce, 2006a & 2006b) and the needs of the
ecosystems where the groundwater withdrawal takes place.
A reasonably conservative estimate is that the withdrawal of groundwater of an
amount equal to the deep percolation portion of the precipitation (the global average of
deep percolation amounts to about 2% of precipitation) is the sustainable yield, provided
that it does not lead to excessive salt-water intrusion (Ponce, 2006b). Sustainable yield
can also be expressed as a percentage of natural recharge and if groundwater recharge can
be assumed to be approximately 20% of precipitation, then deep percolation would be
about 10% of that amount (Ponce, 2006b).
The quantification of ground-water recharge in arid and semiarid settings in
southwestern U.S. is inherently difficult due to the generally low amount of recharge.
Analysis of recharge patterns shows that large expanses of alluvial basin floors are drying
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out under current climatic conditions, with little to no recharge to underlying
groundwater (Stonestrom et al., 2007).
In high desert settings of southwestern U.S., groundwater recharge occurs mainly
beneath upland catchments and ephemeral channels in which flows average only several
hours per year resulting in average annual recharge values of only a few millimeters, yet
evaporation rates within this geographic region can be as high as 2 meters per year
(Stonestrom et al., 2007). Since the groundwater recharge is so low in this region,
SNWA’s hydrogeologist Timothy Durbin, the former U.S. Geological Survey employee
who was recruited by the Southern Nevada Water Authority in 2001 to help predict the
effects of ground water pumping in the Great Basin Desert, claims that pumping rural
groundwater in southeastern Nevada could result in a significant drop in the area’s
water table (Green, 2008c).
John Bredehoeft, the U.S. Geological Survey Regional Hydrologist responsible
for the water activities in the eight western U.S. states in the 1970s and ’80s claims there
is no water to spare for Las Vegas Valley without disrupting the equilibrium between
water flowing in from snowmelt and water taken out every year by ranchers, plants and
animals in the valleys of southeastern/eastern Nevada (Green, 2008c). This conflict of
interest between urban and rural communities is the main cause of polarization and
tension, while access to rural water continues to be organized through market
mechanisms and the power of money --irrespective of social, human, or ecological needs
(Swyngedouw, 2009).
The opponents of the interbasin water transfer plead with the Nevada State
Engineer, the Nevada Division of Water Resources, the Nevada Department of
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Conservation & Natural Resources, the BLM, and other involved federal agencies to
consider the drying of the West due to global warming, drought, and altered water cycle
(Desert Beacon, 2008; Witcher, 2008). The opponents explain that many areas in the
region are experiencing water crisis (Appendix M), that the situation can get worse, and
that there is a need to thoroughly investigate whether large trans-basin water transfers in
the region are sustainable (Desert Beacon, 2008; Sierra Club, 2008a; Witcher, 2008).
The opponents expect the Nevada State Engineer and the involved state and federal
agencies to deny all the relevant permit applications because any existing available water
should be reserved for the rural basins’ future water needs. (Desert Beacon, 2008;
Witcher, 2008).
The rural stakeholders are very afraid of the potential socioeconomic and
ecological implications the interbasin water transfer may result in. They see themselves
as “David” fighting “the Goliath”, not willing to lose their livelihood --water (Brean,
2009a). Their lives depend heavily on the groundwater they use for farming and
ranching (Desert Beacon, 2008). The satellite communities’ 870,487 acre-feet (1.07
billion m3) per year committed groundwater rights and SNWA’s additional 200,000 acrefeet per year groundwater extraction plan will increase the impact on the regional
groundwater aquifer that extends from Salt Lake City, Utah, to Death Valley, California
(Deacon et al., 2007). The rural communities in Nevada fear the “Owens Valley
disaster” will be repeated, referring to the collapse of farming communities and
ecosystems in Owens Valley, California, due to the first Los Angeles Aqueduct project
(Sierra Club, 2005).
If granted, these new water permits would trigger declines in groundwater across
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at least 78 basins covering nearly 130,000 square kilometers (50,200 square miles)
(Deacon, et al. 2007). Deacon (2007) claims that the groundwater perennial yields will
be less then the committed resources [based on permitted groundwater withdrawal rights
of 735,003 afy (906.61 million m3/year)] that will result in declines in spring discharge,
wetland area, stream-flow, and groundwater levels (in some areas up to 30 meters),
adversely affecting 20 federally listed species, 137 water-dependent endemic species, and
thousands of rural domestic and agricultural water users in central, eastern and
southeastern Nevada, and western and southwestern Utah.
SNWA assures the rural communities that all the groundwater extraction will be
done under close environmental monitoring, but the rural residents don’t believe that
SNWA’s plan would benefit their communities: They don’t even trust SNWA anymore
after the authority’s refusal to cooperate with them (The Associated Press, 2007). In
March 2007, SNWA argued against the Nevada Assembly Bill 325 that called for more
disclosure of information on the water authority’s environmental studies, requiring for
monthly reports (Review Journal, 2007). The opponents couldn’t understand why
SNWA was not willing to share its findings with the stakeholders. This of course
intensified the tension between the opponents and proponents, creating an environment
that Pielke (2007) coins as “Abortion Politics”.
“Abortion Politics” and “Tornado Politics” are two types of politics Pielke (2007)
has come up with during a gedankenexperiment. In Tornado Politics, a values consensus
among the stakeholders and a joint commitment to a specific course of action (such as
seeking shelter right before the tornado strikes) is essential to resolve issues through the
systematic, comprehensive, rational, and logical pursuit and evaluation of knowledge
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(Pielke, 2007).
In Abortion Politics, on the other hand, there is no values consensus among the
stakeholders and no joint commitment to a specific course of action (like in the case of
abortion issue in the U.S.) because the information on the subject matter comes both from
the scientific community (through scientific information based on scientific facts), and
the people (through experiential information based on peoples’ feelings, narratives,
anecdotes, and pluralistic views) (Pielke, 2007).
According to the opponents of the trans-basin water transfer plan, if southern
Nevada had not been so “greedy to grow” as much as it did, the Las Vegas Valley
wouldn’t be in the situation that it’s in today (Witcher, 2008). SNWA insists that the
rural groundwater development in southeastern/eastern Nevada is necessary for the future
of Las Vegas Valley (SNWA, 2006a & 2006b).
Mulroy believes southern Nevada can continue to grow as long as this growth is
“smart growth” and as long as the Las Vegas Valley residents are aware of their water
use (Tavares, 2009). “What Mulroy and the politicians are saying is it’s more important
to build more slot machines and tract housing than the lifestyles these folks [the rural
residents at the basins-of-origin] have had in their families for generations,” says Launce
Rake of Progressive Leadership Alliance of Nevada (Witcher, 2008).
The rural communities and environmental groups contend that the integrity of the
rural ecosystems and communities are in jeopardy as long as SNWA remains determined
to develop groundwater based on decisions made under uncertainty (Deacon et al., 2007;
Desert Beacon, 2008; Witcher, 2008). Mulroy claims that there is a similar water transfer
project at Honey Lake Valley, northern Washoe County, to bring interbasin groundwater
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into the valleys north of Reno --with the same environmental concerns over pumping yet
no complaints from anybody (Tavares, 2009). The Vidler Water Company and Western
Environmental Law Center, however, voiced their concerns over this project in Nevada
Water Resources Association’s annual conference in 2007, questioning whether projects
like these are “ethically and socially justifiable within the socio-economic context and
overarching legal framework of our times” (Nevada Water Resources Association, 2007).
Some environmentalists insist that cities in western U.S. with limited water
resources should limit growth to preserve scarce water resources (Tanner 2008). Las
Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman disagrees, claiming the city's economic boom will fund
future water needs (Tanner, 2008). Goodman says, "I hate to be a pragmatist but the
bottom line really is that we'll never run out of water as long as we can pay for it”
(Tanner, 2008). This statement epitomizes Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s statement when he
had said, “Water no longer flows downhill; it flows towards money” (Swyngedouw,
2009). And the overall attitude toward water resource use and management in both the
rural and urban communities in southern/southeastern/eastern Nevada epitomizes Pielke’s
(2007) Abortion Politics.
SNWA spokesperson J.C. Davis and SNWA attorney Paul Taggart argue that the
big question is, "…whether Nevada is going to control its own destiny or find itself at the
mercy of the Colorado River Basin states that are unwilling to share more water with
southern Nevada under current drought conditions,” the end of which is nowhere in sight
(Riley, 2007; Witcher, 2008). SNWA Deputy General Manager (Engineering &
Operations) Kay Brothers sees the interstate water plan as a “safety net” for the
community (Brean, 2009a). She says that if the ongoing drought continues at its current
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rate, Lake Mead could sink low enough to shut down one of the two water intakes for the
Valley by 2013, and the other one possibly within the following two years (Brean,
2009a).
Rural residents in southeastern/eastern Nevada would like to know at what cost to
their communities and the residents of Nevada this large-scale project of interbasin water
transfer would take place, realizing how determined SNWA is to develop groundwater in
rural Nevada and then export it to Las Vegas Valley (Knapp, 2007; Witcher, 2008). The
opponents claim this project may actually cost as much as twice the original estimates
and they wonder if such an expense is justifiable, feasible, and necessary, especially at a
time when the authority is deferring the payments for the third water intake project at
Lake Mead that is estimated to cost US$500M (Knapp, 2007; Witcher, 2008; Brean,
2009a & b).
Since the Colorado River is the main water source for Las Vegas Valley, SNWA
contends that it had no choice but to draft a drought plan in 2005 (re-evaluated and
amended later in 2009), aiming to diversify its future water resource base. This plan
includes in-state groundwater development as well as in-state and out-of-state surface
water development (SNWA, 2007b) --all in the face of uncertainty.
2.5. Water Consumption and Resource Management in the Face of Uncertainty
Given the uncertainty of current water supply and the growing demand for
municipal water, the need for sustainability and improved efficiency in water use has
never been greater in southern Nevada.
SNWA General Manager Patricia Mulroy is determined to provide southern
Nevada with its future water needs. In 1989, when she became the general manager of
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Las Vegas Valley Water District (one of SNWA’s member agencies), she knew the
challenges in meeting this demand after realizing Las Vegas was a city in “desert denial”
with a per-capita consumption around 340 to 350 gallons per day (Robbins, 2007) -almost twice the water consumption in New York City which receives 10 times more
precipitation in comparison to Las Vegas Valley.
Mulroy acknowledges the biggest water “wasters” in Las Vegas Valley are the
outdoor sprinklers that water lawns and golf courses (Robbins, 2007) --roughly
accounting for 50 percent of southern Nevada's overall water use and 70 percent of
residential water use (Appendices D & E). (As of 1997, the residential outdoor water
consumption was 39 percent and the non-residential outdoor water consumption was 9
percent of the total water consumption in the Valley. Since during the same time period
the government facilities/area schools and resorts used 5 percent and 7 percent of the
district’s water resources respectively and one third of this amount is guesstimated to be
for outdoor uses, the total outdoor water consumption in the Valley was about 52 percent
of the district’s total water supply. This percentage is representative of the current
outdoor water use in Las Vegas Valley.)
Realizing the high per capita outdoor water use in the Valley, SNWA and Mulroy
initiated water conservation efforts and they were somewhat successful, especially with
the landscape conversion program. The agency’s 2005 study in Las Vegas Valley
ascertained that an average of 96,000 gallons annually could be saved per household by
merely changing the household’s water-intensive landscape to mostly xeric landscape
(SNWA, 2005).
The same study found that residents in the Valley on average applied 73.0 gallons
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of water per square foot (117.2 inches) per year to grow turf grass and just 17.2 gallons of
water per square foot (27.6 inches) per year to irrigate xeric landscape (SNWA, 2005).
The difference between these two figures, 55.8 gallons per square foot (89.6 inches) is
the annual average savings by having xeric landscape in lieu of turf-dominated landscape
(SNWA, 2005) --in a geographic region which gets about 4 inches of precipitation per
year and where the evaporation rate is in the order of 100 inches per year.
Las Vegas Valley is located in a desert (the Mojave Desert), and “mesic”
(requiring a moderate amount of moisture) and “hydric” (requiring an abundance of
moisture) landscape types in this region are not ecologically friendly. If all the landscape
in Las Vegas Valley were “zero-scape” (requiring no irrigation), or “native desert” or
“xeric” landscaping (requiring little irrigation), the savings in water would be substantial.
275 kafy (50 percent of 550 kafy --the Valley’s current freshwater supply) is used for
outdoor irrigation purposes, a significant percentage of which is consumptive and never
makes it back to the local water system. Brandt (2008) estimates that as of 2008 there
were about 11,430 acres (497,890,800 ft2) of turf in the Valley. Assuming that 55.8
gallons/ft2 is the annual average savings of water by switching from turf-dominated
landscape to xeric landscape (SNWA, 2005), the overall savings would total 2.778 E10
gallons/year (85,260.67 afy) --about 28.4 percent of Nevada’s yearly apportionment of
the 300 kafy that it is entitled to receive from the Colorado River.
Southern Nevada Water Authority currently has certain water policies in place
that promote water conservation. The authority rebates its customers US$1.50 per square
foot of grass replaced with eco-friendly desert landscaping --up to the “first 5,000 square
feet converted natural turf grass area per property, per year”. Beyond the first 5,000
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square feet, SNWA provides a reduced rebate of US$1.00 per square foot, with the
maximum award for any property in a fiscal year not to exceed US$300,000.00 (SNWA,
2009c). As a result of this campaign, 110 million ft2 of turf conversion took place
between 2003 and 2008 (Brandt, 2008). The authority also has rebate opportunities for
pool covers, rain sensors, and smart irrigation controllers (SNWA, 2009d).
According to SNWA, a pool cover for a typical residential pool can help save
10,000 to 15,000 gallons of water each year by drastically reducing evaporation. The
pool cover also reduces the power needed to run the pool (SNWA, 2009e). The authority
pays a customer either US$50.00 or 50 percent off the purchase price of a pool cover
(whichever is less) or it pays US$200.00 or 50 percent off the purchase of a permanent,
mechanical pool cover (SNWA, 2009e). In order to promote carwash at carwash
facilities where wastewater generated at the site is either recycled on-site or sent to a
wastewater treatment facility to be treated and sent back to Lake Mead, the authority
makes printable coupons for these carwash facilities that participate in the “Water Smart
Car Wash” program (SNWA 2009f).
The per-capita consumption in southern Nevada has come down considerably as a
result of the aforementioned measures (SNWA, 2006), yet outdoor water use practices
and trends in this geographic area continue to deplete the area’s water resources
(Appendices C & D). Southern Nevada’s per-capita consumption was 350 gpcd (gallons
per capita per day) in 1990, 283 gpcd in 2003, 256 gpcd in 2005, and approximately 250
gpcd in 2008 --still higher compared to most western metropolitan areas in the U.S.
(Appendices E & F) where water is less scarce compared to southern Nevada (SNWA,
2008b; SNWA, 2009a&b; Western Resource Advocates, 2003).
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In 2006, Taryn Hutchins-Cabibi, a researcher for the Western Resource
Advocates, compared conservation efforts in Tucson, Arizona; Albuquerque, New
Mexico; and Las Vegas, Nevada and concluded that 1. The water rates in Las Vegas
Valley do not effectively represent the true cost of water and do not send a conservation
price signal to consumers, and 2. Las Vegas Valley residents continue to have high
municipal per capita water use rates (Western Resource Advocates, 2006). Associated
Press writer Kathleen Hennessey (2006) agrees. If Las Vegas Valley achieved Tucson's
level of per capita water consumption, 110 gallons per person per day, the Valley would
save 190,424 acre-feet per year, more than the proposed interbasin water transfer from
the rural basins in southeastern/eastern Nevada (Hennessey, 2006).
Wolff and Gleick (2002) explain that there are two primary ways of meeting
water-related needs --two distinct paths. One path, the “hard” path, relies almost
exclusively on centralized infrastructure and decision-making: dams, reservoirs,
pipelines, treatment plants, and new means to increase the supply such as surface and
groundwater development. The second path, the “soft” path, focuses on effective pricing
strategies and investments in decentralized facilities, efficient technologies, and human
capital, striving to improve the overall productivity of water use rather than seeking
endless sources of new supply (Wolff & Gleick, 2002).
Shifting efforts from supply-side to the demand-side will help solve most water
deficit problems. Reducing water consumption by block rate structures and
implementing cost-effective technologies, such as recovery of urban runoff and shallow
saline groundwater, and indirect reuse of potable water offer ways to meet municipal and
ecological needs within the limits of the resource (Deacon, 2007).
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SNWA’s water resource management strategy is, and has been, mostly on the
supply-side, focusing more on increasing the water supply than decreasing the water
demand. Water rates in southern Nevada are fairly low compared to other western
municipalities (Appendices O, P, & Q), and other “medium” to “high-income” countries
(Appendix R) where water is not as scarce as it is in southern Nevada (Morrison, Postel,
& Gleick, 1996). According to the Las Vegas Valley Water District (LVVWD), an
average Las Vegas Valley household used 17,000 gallons per month in summer and paid
US$36.64 (or about US$2.00 per 1000 gallons), and used 11,000 gallons per month in
winter and paid US$21.00 in 2007 (Reuters, 2007). Based on these figures, relative to
other cities in the American West, the cost of water in Las Vegas Valley is a “real steal”,
says local developer Ritter, insisting that if the water costs more, the Valley residents
would use less (Reuters, 2007).
If we examine Seattle’s block rate structure (Appendix P), when a household hits
the 13,500 gallons per household per month, the price of water goes from $US4.50 to
US$11.50 per each additional 1,000 gallons used. According to this rate, a Las Vegas
Valley resident would pay about US$70.00 during summer months (for 17,000
gallons/month) which would be about twice as expensive of what they would pay in 2007
dollars.
Mulroy believes that the Las Vegas Valley has changed. According to her, “A
very different type of growth [is] going on [in the Valley]. What you see is one far more
conscious of water resources, one that takes advantage of desert plant life, [and] builds
communities that are there to celebrate living in the desert rather than to defy living in the
desert” (Tanner, 2007).
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An online poll in June of 2008 at Las Vegas Sun newspaper’s website confirms
Mulroy’s claim within the sample group when majority of the polltakers (53% --154 out
of 289 people) suggested controlling the city's business and population growth by putting
more restrictions on water usage (Green, 2008c). According to the same poll 37% of the
polltakers (107 out of 289 people) suggested paying for a desalination plant along the
Pacific Ocean in order to get more water, while only 9% of the polltakers (28 out of 289
people), to accommodate growth in Las Vegas Valley, opted to acquire water from the
Great Basin --from the rural hydrographic basins in southeastern Nevada, from where
SNWA plans to bring interbasin groundwater (Green, 2008c).
Las Vegas Valley residents’ overall water use trends, however, do not confirm
Mulroy’s claim. For example, the LVVWD’s average single family residential (SFR) per
capita municipal water consumption in 2001 was 230 gpcd (Western Resource
Advocates, 2006). In comparison, the average SFR per capita municipal water use in
Civano (a very water-efficient community in Tucson) was 52 gpcd during the same time
period (Western Resource Advocates, 2006).
Mulroy is against sharp increases in water rates in Las Vegas Valley, adding that,
"It would just irritate people. To simply throw out a gross rate increase, it's not going to
create the necessary results. I mean look what's happening with gasoline: People are not
using less gas as a result of it” (Tanner, 2007). In summer of 2009, Mulroy talked about
her unwillingness to increase the price of water, adding, “… Especially in this economy
you don’t want to slam people even more” (Tavares, 2009). Mulroy and SNWA’s stance
on water pricing may be changing slowly in recent years (Appendix Q), but it is not clear
how much of an impact small increases in the price of water will have on Las Vegas
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Valley residents’ water consumption habits, especially with the recent water price hikes
(Brean, 2009b).
Historically, the price of municipal water has been fairly low in the United States,
in most cases even failing to cover the costs of providing water services, let alone the
value of water or the cost of acquiring new supplies (Pacific Institute & Western
Resource Advocates, 2007). Such low costs do not encourage water conservation and
can even give wrong signals to perpetuate wasteful water use (Pacific Institute & Western
Resource Advocates, 2007). In recent years, water agencies in the American West have
started to implement increasing block rate structures to conserve water and promote water
sustainability in the region where water resource stocks have been in decline (Pacific
Institute & Western Resource Advocates, 2007).
During times of drought, it is very crucial to determine the price elasticity of
water demand and adjust the price of water accordingly (Wang, et al. 2005). An increase
in the price of water determines its elasticity. If the demand is elastic, a rise in price of
water results in a larger decrease in its consumption, causing a decrease in the utility’s
revenues. If the demand is inelastic, a rise in price causes no changes in consumer
behavior and utility’s revenues increase. If the demand has unit elasticity, a certain level
of conservation is accomplished, but the utility’s revenues remain the same (Wang et al.,
2005).
Wang, Smith, Jr., and Byrne (2005) propose water-conservation oriented rates
(WCOR) to meet the water demand during drought. Their study is an example of
demand-side management of water during times of severe water shortage when the
demand for water exceeds the supply. Between 1992 and 1997 Wang et al. (2005) did a
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study in northern Delaware under drought conditions when the water supply was less
than the demand. About 500 randomly selected households participated in this study
which showed that the water-conservation rates during the drought improved efficiency,
provided revenue neutrality (i.e. the utility’s revenue did not decrease due to inelasticity
of demand), assured distributional equity (i.e. the increasing block rates did not impact
the poor who were not wasting any water to begin with), and guaranteed the conservation
of water for the region’s water resources so that the urban streams did not drop below
critical levels.
Smith, Jr. and Wang (2007) posit that one type of WCOR, the drought demand
rates (DDR), when implemented by the water purveyors during times of drought, can
make an immediate and powerful short-term positive impact, both in terms of supply and
ecology. Agthe’s and Billings’ 1980 study in Tucson, Arizona, and American Water
Works Association’s 1984 study of 430 largest U.S. utilities claim the price elasticity
during times of water shortages is usually larger in southern and western United States
(Nieswiadomy, 1992). Since southern Nevada is located in southwestern U.S. the price
elasticity in this region is most likely large too, meaning that a block rate increase will
decrease demand and provide SNWA with the additional water resources that it is
currently seeking in neighboring northern basins in southeastern/eastern Nevada.
In 2010, SNWA will double its commodity charge to 20¢ per 1,000 gallons of
water used, and then increase it by another 10¢ per 1,000 gallons in January 2011 (Brean,
2009b). Each 10-cent increase will amount to a 3.2 percent rate hike for Las Vegas
Valley water customers and the average single-family home served by the Las Vegas
Valley’s water districts can expect to see its yearly water bill to go up about US$12 next
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year, said Dick Wimmer, the deputy general manager for SNWA (Brean, 2009b). The
water authority’s rate hike plan is likely not to promote desired levels of water
conservation in Las Vegas Valley but to raise the necessary funds to complete the third
water intake at Lake Mead in the face of drought --the scale of which Mulroy classifies as
“catastrophic” (Brean, 2009b).
Economists studying western water supply issues have given much attention to
finding least-cost solutions to meeting growing urban water demands. Any such
economic evaluation calls for cost-benefit analysis (CBA) to ascertain if the net benefits
are more than the costs. Interbasin water transfers must be carefully evaluated because
there are benefits and costs, some of the latter being quite difficult to measure. To date,
most western policy analyses in water resource management have concentrated on ways
to lower the transaction costs of transfers, often neglecting the costs to rural stakeholders
where the water originates. If transfers are to achieve their potential, the decision-making
process should bring all relevant third parties into the deliberation, making sure all the
costs are identified (Committee on Western Water Management, 1992).
In mainstream cost-benefit analysis, the primary work of valuation is done by the
use of willingness to pay. Estimation of willingness to pay is especially hard in the case
of contingent valuation of existence values for environmental entities because people’s
answers to hypothetical questions on how much they would be willing to pay to prevent
the loss of a particular environmental value may be skewed. Since people often don’t
understand the true nature of environmental risks, they may end up undervaluing a prized
component of the environment (Sen, 2001).
In July 2006, when SNWA announced the purchase of the Robison Ranch in
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Spring Valley, eastern Nevada, for US$22 million, almost every big size ranch in the area
was in negotiation with SNWA, including the ranches of Harbecke, Phillips, Bransford,
Wahoo, El Tejon, Huntsman --the sale price of lands and their water rights totaling
US$78 million so far (Green, 2008b). The ranchers in southeastern/eastern Nevada
figure that when the SNWA starts to pump rural groundwater and the water table falls as
predicted by the scientific community, they will not be able to continue irrigating their
alfalfa fields or keep their water troughs full: their ranches would all be “worthless”
(Green, 2008b). Therefore they are inclined to prefer to “get out at the front end” while
they still can (Green, 2008b), abandoning their lands that have been providing them with
their livelihood for many generations.
Richardson (2001) emphasizes the importance of popular sovereignty while
Sunstein (1991) highlights the importance of deliberative democracy, in which
governmental decisions should reflect what citizens value most and want their
government to do, giving each individual’s preferences --in light of Pareto principle-- a
prima facie importance. For this to materialize, Richardson (2001) explains that the
division of roles in decision-making is very critical and “intelligent deliberation” very
important. Collective decision-making retains the tie between collective will of all and
the individual will of each (Richardson, 2001).
Conflicts over changing uses of natural resources in regard to water transfers are
not always popular. The interbasin water transfer from a rural property in Edwards
County, Kansas, to a mid-size city in central Kansas resulted not in the transfer of the
water as planned originally but in the emphasis of ethical values and redefinition of water
as a rural “heritage” --a good example of “intelligent deliberation”. For this reason, the
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transfer failed to materialize despite the fact that environmental impact analyses
suggested little impact on the local ecosystems. For rural communities like Edwards
County, natural resources are regarded as symbols of natural heritage and long-term
struggle against urban interests potentially eliminate socioeconomic and ecological losses
(Solís, 2005).
Booker, Taylor, and Young (1998) explain Howe and Easter’s (1971) analytic
framework for evaluating large-scale interbasin water transfers, emphasizing the
importance of the opportunity costs of water in the areas of origin. The opportunity cost
of the interbasin water may be much larger than what it appears if the present and future
socioeconomic costs are taken into consideration. Market transfers may improve
statewide economic efficiency by shifting water to higher valued uses because
agricultural water is much cheaper than municipal water (Gollehon, 1999; Howe &
Easter, 1971). However, case studies find the impact of these transfers on agriculturally
dependent rural communities to be significant because the opportunity costs of the
interbasin water are not honored and the economic costs accrue to the area of origin while
the benefits accrue to the area of new water use (Gollehon, 1999; Howe & Easter, 1971).
Nevada Division of Water Planning (2008) cautions that due to adverse impacts
water transfers in the state must be carefully evaluated prior to approval because there are
many cases when a receiving basin benefits while the basin-of-origin suffers. In one
case, while the transfer of water from the Truckee River basin via the Truckee Canal to
the Carson River basin resulted in economic development in the Fernley and Fallon areas
in Lyon and Churchill counties, it also caused a decline of water level in Pyramid Lake,
the terminus of the Truckee River (Nevada Division of Water Planning, 2008).
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Due to inherent uncertainties in interbasin water transfers and complications that
may arise during determination of ecological costs, the proponents of interbasin water
transfer in southern Nevada so far have not shared a comprehensive impact or a costbenefit analysis with the stakeholders to reveal the program’s true costs (including
environmental costs, negative externalities, and socio-economic costs). What the
decision-makers may need is to pose the “tragic question” for this policy issue
(Nussbaum, 2001), making sure that “fundamental entitlements” (including the right to
live with other species) of stakeholders are not violated and the true costs and benefits are
accurately quantified so that an informed decision can be made to benefit both the rural
and urban residents of Nevada.
While southern Nevada’s water managers aim to improve the area’s water
resource base, their level of perception of risk to water environments remains to be
determined. How do they view the current drought in the American Southwest? How do
they perceive the risks involved in developing groundwater in rural areas with fragile
ecosystems? Is their ultimate goal to protect urban residents from the hazards of a
drought with hasty decisions --without considering all the alternatives? Or, are they
exhausting all the alternatives to solve the water deficit problem in the area, making sure
--as Gupta and van der Zaag (2008) suggest-- that none of the actions to solve the water
shortage problem will involve environmental risks which will disrupt the vitality of the
region’s human-nature systems.
In October 2009, the Lincoln County Senior Judge Norman Robison issued an
order that the Nevada State Water Engineer’s 2008 decision to approve SNWA’s
pumping plan from rural basins was “arbitrary, oppressive and a manifest abuse of
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discretion”. In late 2009, hoping to reverse the Lincoln County court decision, SNWA
took the case to the Nevada Supreme Court (Tavares, 2010).
In January 2010, the Nevada Supreme Court found that some of the water rights
SNWA had acquired in rural Nevada are invalid because the State Engineer's office took
too long on the application (Tavares, 2010). The rural communities viewed this ruling as
a success, yet SNWA restated its continued interest in bringing rural water to Las Vegas.
In late January of 2010, in response to the Nevada Supreme Court ruling, SNWA re-filed
the applications for rural water rights in southeastern/eastern Nevada that it had originally
filed in 1989 (Tavares, 2010). In June of 2010, the Nevada Supreme Court ordered the
State Engineer to reopen the protest periods to allow residents and companies in rural
Nevada to present their objections to the Water Authority’s applications (Ryan, 2010).
Still not well understood by the scientists is southern, southeastern, and eastern
Nevadans’ level of perceptions of risk to water environments associated with interbasin
water transfers. We also do not know how laypeople and experts in this arid region view
the current drought in the American Southwest, how they think they behave as consumers
of a geographic region which is in drought, or how they expect the area’s water resource
managers to handle the environmental risks to water environments in the face of
uncertainty.
2.6. Risk Perception Studies
2.6.1. Perspectives on risk perception
As the scientific community vigorously continues to research the seriousness of
environmental problems, the need for managing the risks due to these problems and the
type of precautionary measures to be taken become increasingly more challenging
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(Steg & Sievers, 2000). And to complicate the matter, there is no way of knowing for
sure what will happen if these environmental problems are ignored or wrong measures
are taken to manage them (Steg & Sievers, 2000).
Therefore, proper conceptualization of risks (Bradbury, 1989), and a better
understanding of risk perception and risk judgment of both the experts and laypeople are
necessary to facilitate the formulation and implementation of effective environmental risk
communication and management strategies (Steg & Sievers, 2000).
The Society of Risk Analysis understands that the consensual definition of risk is
not an easy task, and it is politically driven and value-laden (Kasperson, 1992). As Alvin
Weinberg (1972) once explained it, most social risk issues are “trans-scientific”, the
concerns of which can be raised yet not answered by science (Kasperson, 1992). The
disjuncture here is that the technical and social analyses of risk differ greatly
(Freudenburg, 1988), and the process of conceptualization and definition of risk within
the confines and limitations of the “mandated science” offers no clear framework or
approach to integrate the technical and social aspects of risk (Kasperson, 1992).
Technical definition of risk is the probability of an undesirable effect (like a
volcanic eruption, vehicle accident, or another event) that may occur as a result of a
natural event or human activity presenting itself as a hazard (danger) multiplied by the
magnitude of the consequences (like number of deaths, injuries, or another consequence)
(NRC, 1983; NRC, 1989; Renn, 1992; Schütz, Wiedermann, Hennings, Mertens, &
Clauberg, 2006). According to the definition of risk then, in order to better understand
hazards, and avoid or mitigate undesirable implications (worst case implication being a
disaster -- a catastrophe; an occurrence causing widespread destruction and distress),
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humans make causal connections between events and their effects that do involve hazards
with potential risks. While humans make these causal connections, however, there is an
element of human bias that skews the outcome (Otway, 1992).
Otway (1992) and Slovic (1992) posit that attempts to identify and quantify risks
as objectively as possible by using current knowledge, technologies, and methodologies
cannot obscure the fact that risks have an inherently subjective component. Slovic (1992)
explains that risk is not something that exists “out there, independent of our minds and
cultures, waiting to be quantified.”
Slovic (1992) posits that there is no such thing as the “real” or “objective” risk:
The nuclear engineer’s probabilistic risk estimate for a nuclear accident, or the
toxicologist’s quantitative estimate for carcinogenic risk are based on “subjective and
assumption- [and value-] laden theoretical models.” To further complicate the matter,
risks also have an inherent element of uncertainty: Most environmental hazards are
uncertain events (Steg & Sievers, 2000). Humans have invented the concept of “risk”, as
Slovic (1992) explains it, “to be able to understand and cope with the dangers and
uncertainties of life.”
Another observation the literature extensively talks about is the difference
between experts’ (scientists) and laypeople’s (nonscientists) worldviews in perceiving
risks, and assessing and managing them (Slovic, 1992). Adapted from Epstein (1994),
human thought in general has two modes: experiential and analytical (rational) (Slovic,
Finucane, Peters, and MacGregor, 2004). Literature (Epstein, 1994; Kahneman &
Frederick, 2002; Sloman, 1996) refers to this as “dual process theories of thinking,
knowing, and information processing.” Scientists (experts) base their risk assessments on
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scientific models and findings depending mostly on analytic thinking while nonscientists
(laypeople) mostly use their own (personal, cultural, or social) models, assumptions,
beliefs, and subjective and intuitive risk assessment tools and techniques depending
mostly on experiential thinking (Slovic, 1992).
Although analytical thinking is important in some decision-making
circumstances, experiential thinking is automatic, intuitive, relies on affects and
emotions, and is quicker and easier to help humans navigate in a complex, uncertain, and
dangerous world (Slovic et al., 2004). Slovic et al., 2004 contend that affects (faint
whispers of emotion) influence humans’ intuitive risk assessments: Humans utilize
affects that help them decide and behave in certain ways. It is (and has been) the
analytical way of thinking that helped mankind to survive during the long process of
evolution (Slovic et al., 2004). As human civilization on Earth became more complex
and there arose a need to deal with different natural and anthropogenic hazards to ensure
survival, analytical tools were developed to enhance the rationality of humans’
experiential thinking (Slovic et al., 2004).
Individuals react differently to different stimuli because their “affect pools” –
matrices in their minds consisting of affective information that has accumulated through
knowledge, experience, stimulus, and some other sources-- are different (Slovic et al.,
2004). Just the same way people utilize imaginability, memorability, and similarity
concepts for probability judgments (such as availability and representativeness heuristics)
(Kahneman, Slovic, & Tversky, 1982; Kahneman & Frederick, 2002), during
experiential thinking people consult their affect pools to make judgments (Slovic et al.,
2004), decide, and behave, looking for cues that are rules of thumb. Finucane, Alhakami,
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Slovic, and Johnson, (2000) call these affective mental shortcuts “affect heuristics”.
Human reaction to hazards can be different because people with different social,
economic and cultural backgrounds (and personal affect pools), and living in diverse
geographic locations may perceive hazards and associated risks differently: Researchers
theorize that risk perception depends on people’s knowledge and the circumstances they
live in (Burton & Kates, 1964; Löfstedt & Frewer, 1998). Knowing the challenges of risk
perception in the face of uncertainty and how poor perceptions may lead to poor risk
assessment and risk management, social scientists continue to investigate how and why
people perceive risks differently (Slovic, 1992).
As a social constructionist, Adams (1995) contends that risk management is an
innate quality of humans: We all have the attributes of both Homo prudens (the zero-risk
man) and Homo aleatorius (the risk-taking man) in us. When we have to make a
decision that involves a risk, our risk thermostats kick in to help us make a decision
(Adams, 1995).
For Adams (1995) the risk thermostat is a culturally constructed system consisting
of positive and negative feedback mechanisms that balance human behavior. In order to
support this argument, he tells the simple example of negotiating a curve (while driving a
vehicle) at a certain velocity beyond which the possibility of danger (screeching tires and
the shifting of the vehicle’s center of gravity due to the centrifugal force that signal an
imminent accident) increases the perceived risk and makes us lower our speed as a
negative feedback. If we don’t perceive any risks with our action, we’ll either maintain
our speed, or even increase it as a positive feedback, especially if we feel a reward (rush,
increased confidence, or a similar feeling), which in turn makes us take bigger risks until
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we have an accident, hear about one, or witness one which again balances our behavior
through feedback loops (Adams, 1995).
Adams (1995) calls this complicated process “risk compensation”. Some of us
don’t take risks while driving, but may risk the entire life savings in the stock market in
one day, or even attempt jaywalking on a very busy street without even realizing the
balancing acts of this virtual mechanism that manages the risks we encounter in our daily
lives. This simple model of human risk compensation falls short to explain more
complicated risk decision-making and human risk behavior when the level of uncertainty
is higher, knowledge-intensive analytical capabilities are required, and the temporal and
spatial scales are much larger for humans to readily discern hazards (Adams, 1995).
There are seven perspectives (the actuarial approach, the toxicological and
epidemiological approach, the engineering approach including probabilistic risk
assessment, the economic approach, the psychological approach, the social approach, and
the cultural approach) that explain risk perception, assessment, and decision-making -with two of them, the cognitive theory and the cultural theory, being on the forefront
(Renn, 1992).
2.6.1.1. The cognitive perspective on risk perception
The cognitive (psychological) theory focuses on personal preferences and
explains why individuals do not base their risk judgments on expected values: People are
“risk averse” if the stakes for losses are high, and “risk prone” if the stakes for gains are
high (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). People in general balance their risk-taking behavior
by choosing an optimal risk strategy that would not necessarily maximize their benefits
yet assure a somewhat satisfactory payoff and avoidance of major hazards and disasters
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(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Renn, 1992).
Chauncey Starr’s seminal work in 1969 titled “Social benefit versus technological
risk” was the turning point of risk studies when concerns about pesticides and nuclear
power were on the rise and technological hazards became contentious issues in the
political arena (Slovic, 2000). Starr’s (1969) paper weighed technological risks against
benefits to answer the fundamental question of, “How safe is safe enough?” His
approach for establishing a quantitative measure of benefit relative to cost is the
determination of fatalities (accidental deaths) arising from technological developments in
public use (Starr, 1969).
Starr (1969) concluded that 1. Acceptability of risk from a certain voluntary
activity is roughly proportional to the third power of the benefits from that activity, 2.
The public is willing to accept "voluntary" risks (e.g. driving a car) roughly 1000 times
more than "involuntary" risks (e.g. nuclear power generation), and 3. The social
acceptance of risk is directly influenced by public awareness of the benefits of an
activity.
Risk analysis has played an increasing role in public policy since Starr’s seminal
work in 1969 --utilized mostly in energy, environment, health, and safety sectors as a
decision-making tool. Since the individuals (both laypeople and decision-makers) and
the society need to make decisions regularly on risk issues that have no certain outcomes,
Alvin Weinberg (1972) refers to risk analysis as “trans-science”. For this reason, there
have always been (and most likely will be) disputes on assumptions, models, and
methods that are used in risk analyses (Kammen & Hassenzahl, 1999).
The scientific community debated Starr’s 1969 paper at length --especially the
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assumptions Starr had made to reach his conclusion (Fischoff, Slovic, & Lichtenstein
1979), and the limitations of the methods he used (Otway & Cohen, 1975). Fischoff,
Slovic, and Lichtenstein (1979) contend that Starr’s “accepted” risks were not, and
should not be “acceptable” risks, and Slovic (1992) later explains that Starr’s approach
disregarded the distributional question of, “Who assumes what risks and who gets what
benefits?”
Otway (1992, p. 217) asserts that Starr’s numerical results, “…did not accurately
reflect the data upon which they were based,” and, “…that it would be impossible to get
any meaningful relationships at all using this method.” Otway (1992) considers surveys
as better alternatives to elicit public preferences, instead of the empirical approach Starr
(1969) utilized to quantify accepted social values relative to personal risk (by measuring
benefits relative to cost of social values --specifically, accidental deaths arising from
technological developments in public use).
In 1975, Slovic, Lichtenstein, and Fischoff started a research program to study
cognitive processes and risk taking (Slovic, Fischoff, & Lichtenstein 1976; Slovic 1992).
This landmark study, based on Kahneman and Tversky’s (1974) theories on heuristics
and biases in probabilistic thinking, led to the use of a variety of psychometric scaling
methods to produce quantitative measures of perceived risk, perceived benefit, and other
aspects of perceptions (Slovic, 2000).
Fischoff, Slovic, Lichtenstein, Read, and Combs (1978) used numerical rating
scales to assess people’s perceived risks and benefits, supplementing their measures with
“traditional attitude questions and non-traditional word association and scenario
generation methods” (Slovic, 2000). They also borrowed from personality theory, asking
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people to characterize the “personalities of hazards” by rating them on characteristics
such as controllability, reversibility, observability, and availability of alternatives, and
dread (Slovic, 2000).
2.6.1.2. Risk perception, risk behavior, and risk decision-making
In 1992, while searching through the psychology literature, Otway noticed the
similarity between attitudes towards risk and what some psychologists refer to as “risk
perception” in literature (Otway, 1992). Otway (1992) believes that studying risk
perception within the attitude framework will produce better results. Sjöberg (2000)
agrees.
Based on Schwartz’ (1992, 1994) normative decision making model (norm
activation model of altruism) and Stern and Dietz’ (1994) proposed notion of value-basis
theory, Sjöberg (2000) tested the Cultural Theory of risk perception. Norm activation
model of altruism and value-basis theory focus on environmental attitudes and behaviors
derived from the awareness of harmful consequences of actions to three valued objects:
self (concerning egoistic values), other people (concerning social-altruistic values), and
all living things (concerning biospheric values) (Schultz et al., 2005). Using currently
popular general value scales (including Schwartz’, and Stern and Dietz’ value scales) in
the environmental field, Sjöberg (2000) surveyed a group of 1,224 people and asked them
their perceptions of risk on twenty-two items, representing a broad selection of threats to
health, environment, and economy. The results showed that only a modest average of 6–
7% of the variance was explained (Sjöberg, 2000).
Sjöberg (2000) asserts that the psychometric model is the leading model in current
risk perception studies, yet it has its own shortcomings too, explaining a rather modest
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share of the variance (though better than the Cultural Theory method). Sjöberg (2000)
explains that the psychometric model explains about 20% of the variance and there is a
need to improve these results. Even though the McDaniels et al. (1997) study (a
psychometric study) explained 80-90% of the variance, Sjöberg (2000) claims that the
widespread acceptance of the psychometric model is due to the fact that analyses are
done on averages rather than raw data, thereby giving the researchers the impression that
the model explains a high percentage of the variance (Sjöberg, 2000).
Sjöberg (2000) proposes a model in which attitude, risk sensitivity, and specific
fear are used as explanatory (independent) variables; he claims this model explains 30–
40% of the variance and is therefore more promising than previous approaches. As an
example Sjöberg (2000) shows the nuclear fear and how it is associated with the specific
fear of radiation: In Sweden, the β-value for fear-induced attitude towards X-ray
diagnostics was 0.13 while it was 0.403 for nuclear power facilities. If attitude, risk
sensitivity, and specific fear are crucial factors in risk perception, and the present studies
suggest this, then “perception” is largely an expression of specific values in regard to
associated risks (Sjöberg, 2000).
Along with the trend in utilizing attitude framework on risk perception studies,
there is also a growing interest in risk perception studies that investigate influence of risk
perception on human risk behavior. Weber, Blais, and Betz (2002), for example, found
that likelihood of engaging in a risky activity depended on the perception of the activity’s
benefits and risk, rather than the attitude towards perceived risk.
According to research, enhancing people’s knowledge and altering their attitudes
do not necessarily change their behavior (McKenzie-Mohr & Smith, 1999). Also,
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environmental concern has no direct effect on intention or behavior, though it is related to
basic human values (Corraliza & Berenguer, 2000; Karp, 1996; Poortinga, Steg, & Vlek,
2004; Schultz & Zelezny, 1999; Stern, Dietz, Abel, Guagnano, & Kalof, 1999; Stern,
Dietz, Kalof, & Guagnano, 1995). However, environmental concern has a direct effect
on the perception and evaluation of the situation-specific cognitions as conceptualized by
Ajzen (1991) in his Theory of Planned Behavior (Bamberg, 2003). While current
behavior models predict some of the human behavior, the social amplification of risk
framework offers an alternate explanation for human “risk” behavior.
The social amplification of risk framework is based on the thesis that events in
regard to hazards interact with society’s “psychological, social, institutional, and
cultural processes in ways that can heighten or attenuate perceptions of risk and shape
risk behavior” (Kasperson, 1992). The amplification or the attenuation process starts
with a group of people locating a hazard event (natural or anthropogenic) related to their
agenda of concern (Kasperson, 1992). The group then selects specific characteristics of
the hazard, interprets them according to their perceptions and mental schemes, and finally
communicates its interpretations to the rest of the society (Kasperson, 1992).
Individuals or groups that collect information about hazard events act as risk
signal amplification/attenuation sources to disseminate them to the rest of the society
(Kasperson, 1992). These signal sources have certain personal and/or social biases
during the interpretation of the hazard events, and based on their perception of risk(s),
they may amplify (intensify) or attenuate (ignore) their findings (Kasperson, 1992).
The amplification of risk framework regards the media as one of the potential
amplification (and attenuation) sources, and therefore the media is predicted to be a
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strong influence on people’s perception of risk and their likely response to it such as
deciding and behaving in the face of uncertainty (Burns et al., 1998). Blaike, Cannon,
Davis, & Wisner (1994) consider risk perception to be a function of both hazard and
vulnerability. Estimation of risk in the face of uncertainty --especially when hazard level
and vulnerability are high-- is a “value-dependent social process” where the society’s
values determine “which risks are selected for assessment and what metrics are selected
to measure them (Etkin & Hoe, 2007).” Therefore, the media alone is not the only risk
signal source.
Persuading people to evacuate hazard zones (like hurricane warnings) continues
to be a challenge as it was the case during Hurricane Katrina (Priest Hornig, 2005). A
University of South Carolina study concluded that people’s general knowledge of
hurricanes and flooding vulnerability, interpersonal communication (such as alerts from
neighbors, co-workers, or family members), and information from the media were all
contributing factors in influencing evacuation decisions before and during tropical storm
events in the Gulf of Mexico (Priest Hornig, 2005).
Kasperson et al. (1998) explain social amplification of risk as a signal within the
communications theory’s source-receiver metaphor framework. The signals coming from
various sources have a specific meaning for the receiver within a socio-cultural context
(Kasperson et al., 1998). Each signal message may contain factual (evidence by a
reliable source), inferential (conclusions that can be drawn from the evidence), valuerelated (evaluations according to specific criteria), and symbolic meanings (attached
cultural symbols) (Kasperson et al., 1998). Kasperson et al. (1998) stress the importance
of developing more comprehensive social amplification of risk models to better assess the
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potential impacts of risk events and technologies, understand priorities in risk
communication and management, and establish health and environmental standards.
3. Conclusion and Recommendations
There is an increasing concern in public debate about environmental risks. Many
human activities that involve environmental risks adversely impact human-nature
systems (McDaniels et al., 1997). In recent years, the situation has become worse with
some very large, interconnected, and complex environmental changes that have taken
place such as biodiversity loss, stratospheric ozone depletion, and global climate change
(Dorman, 2005; Meppem, 2000).
Risk is sometimes taken as synonymous with hazard, yet hazard is a naturally
occurring or human-induced process or event while risk is the actual exposure of humans
or a human value to a hazard (Smith, 2001). As a result of modern science and
technology humanity now faces more human-induced risks than any other time in
recorded history; in today’s world humans live in a risk society (Adams, 1995). It is
impossible to live in a risk-free world, so the goal is to minimize the exposure to risks
(Okrent, 1980; Smith, 2001).
One of the potential human-induced environmental risks is the worldwide trend to
bring water from ecologically and socio-economically sensitive rural areas to growing
urban centers (Celio, Scott, & Giordano, 2010). Cities that have traditionally secured
water for their growth from nearby sources (rivers and/or groundwater aquifers) are now
increasingly turning to diverted water from more distant rural basins (Celio, Scott, &
Giordano, 2010; Johns, 2003). This trend, however, creates conflict between urban and
rural areas where each wants to secure water to meet its current and future needs
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(Swyngedouw, 2009) --especially in areas where climate change, drought, or disturbed
water cycles are a concern.
The fact that the water rights have always been a contentious issue in the
American West, a whole body of law has grown up defining them. Rural people contend
that the "beneficial use" clause --the conditional right to use available water even if the
person(s) owns no land along or above the water source-- has flaws in it because as far as
they are concerned they are being eco-friendly by using their water sustainably. People
living in eastern/southeastern Nevada’s rural areas assert that the State should not allow
anybody to take excess water out of their basins because excessive pumping can
adversely impact existing water supplies and, to them, this is a violation of the state water
laws.
The rural people also claim that, as the law of “prior appropriation” states, they
have settled there first and they should be entitled to voice themselves on an issue that’s
so important to them. It’s worth to study how the rural and urban people in southern/
southeastern/eastern Nevada differ in their opinions on interbasin water transfers from
rural to urban areas and how people in the basins-of-origin feel about being part of the
decision-making process.
Drought phenomenon is different from most other environmental hazards because
it develops slowly, has a prolonged existence (sometimes many years and even decades)
over large regions, and has negative socio-economic and environmental implications
(Smith, 2001). The impact of drought to human-nature systems can be devastating
(National Drought Mitigation Center, 2008a; National Drought Mitigation Center, 2008b;
Pimentel et al., 2004). In general, people's hazard and risk perceptions relating to
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drought and the affect it generates on people are negative (Western Drought Coordination
Council, 1998).
Slovic et al. (2004) explain the 1994 study done by Damasio, a neurologist,
explaining the role of affect and emotion in decision-making. Damasio argues that ideas
have perceptual and symbolic representations in human mind, each marked by a positive
and negative feeling linked directly to somatic (of the body, not the mind) states. When a
positive somatic marker is linked to an image of a future outcome, it becomes a positive
feeling. Similarly when a negative somatic marker is linked to an image of a future
outcome, it becomes a negative feeling, an alarm (Slovic et al., 2004; Slovic & Peters,
2006).
Human adjustments to drought events not only depend on the level of
preparedness and capabilities in crisis management but also on people’s perception of it.
Associating drought with a negative somatic marker and treating it as a social and
ecological crisis, and even a threat, can sometimes force a government to appear too
decisive (and aggressive) in protecting the public from the consequences of a hostile
environment (Smith, 2001).
Emergency measures in the short run may include water rationing to economize
scarce water resources; in the medium to long run, emergency measures may include
increasing the water supply by building more water reservoirs or bringing interbasin
water from distant geographic regions that are less water-stressed (McDaniels et al.,
1997; Smith, 2001). It is worthwhile to investigate the perceived negative connotation of
drought that it evokes in southern Nevada’s decision makers’ (water managers’) minds,
potentially causing them to overreact and sometimes make uninformed,
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counterproductive decisions in the face of uncertainty.
Tversky and Kahneman (1974) found that people, when judging and deciding
under uncertainty, may rely on heuristic principles (rules of thumb) that reduce the
complex tasks of assessing probabilities and predicting values to simpler judgmental
operations. The decision weight associated with an event will depend primarily on the
perceived likelihood of that event, which could be subject to biases (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1979). The reliance on heuristics and the prevalence of biases are not restricted
to laymen; experts are prone to the same biases (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). It would
be worthwhile to investigate if water managers (decision-makers) in southern Nevada are
biased against scientists --including their own, SNWA hydrogeologist Timothy Durbin
(Green, 2008c) who, because of risks involved, oppose the trans-basin water transfer
project from rural basins in eastern Nevada to Las Vegas Valley.
According to the risk literature, expected utility theory has traditionally
dominated the analysis of decision- making under risk (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).
The central theme of the expected utility is based on the normative model of rational
choice, in which most people choose most of the time not the highest expected value, but
rather the highest expected utility (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). According Kahneman
and Tversky (1979) expected utility theory falls short to explain decision-making in the
face of uncertainty. They propose an alternate theory --the prospect theory-- that allows
one to describe how people make choices in situations where they have to decide between
alternatives that involve risk(s) (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).
The prospect theory describes risk choice/decision-making process as consisting
of two phases --editing and evaluation (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). In the editing
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phase, possible outcomes of decision-making are ordered following some heuristic. In
the evaluation phase, the edited prospects are evaluated and the prospect of highest value
is chosen. In particular, people decide which outcomes they see as basically identical
and they set a reference point and consider lower outcomes as losses and higher outcomes
as gains (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).
Consistent with Fischhoff et al. (1978) and, Alhakami and Slovic (1994) studies,
people’s perceptions of risk are generally influenced by their assessment of the benefits
conversely associated with a risk event. Thus, higher benefits derived from a risk event
tend to reduce the perception of general risk associated with the hazard (Slovic et al.,
2004). It is worthwhile to investigate how the water resource managers and residents in
southern Nevada perceive the risks and benefits associated with their water resource
management and water use practices in Las Vegas Valley.
The fact that people overestimate the harm caused by some problems and
underestimate some others is now a well-recognized fact by academia (Weinstein, 1989).
Norman Rasmussen, author of the famous risk analysis of commercial nuclear reactors,
accuses the public of inconsistency in its attitudes toward hazards (Shrader-Frechette,
1998). According to Rasmussen, laypeople do not mind using motor vehicles for
transportation yet oppose commercial nuclear fission, with which the associated risks are
much lower compared to the previous activity (Shrader-Frechette, 1998). ShraderFrechette (1998), however, asserts that dismissing laypeople’s hazard evaluations is
highly questionable because the problematic attacks on “public irrationality” (pp. 45-46)
are, “…premised on experts’ highly stipulative [sic], question-begging definition of risk,
as reducible merely to an average annual probability of fatality [due to the activity under
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investigation].”
In order to ascertain perceived risks pertaining to water resources, for example, a
study found that on a 7-point scale (1 low-7 high) laypeople perceived drought as posing
a risk to water environments (with a score of 5.28) while the perceived risk for the
experts was only 3.75 (McDaniels et al., 1997). This study shows that some people may
perceive drought as a natural hazard yet not as a risk to water environments. People,
including the decision-makers, can make some cognitive errors in judgment and
overestimate the importance of interbasin water transfers while underestimating the
social, economic, and ecological consequences of this practice. It would be worthwhile
to investigate among the experts in Las Vegas Valley, if --while trying to provide
“drought insurance” for the Valley (Brean, 2009b)-- developing groundwater in rural
Nevada and then transferring it long distances to southern Nevada in the face of
uncertainty is a high- or low-risk event for them.
I conclude that it will be beneficial to better understand people’s perception of
risk to water environments in southern/southeastern/eastern Nevada. Based on the risk
literature and the literature on water issues in southern Nevada, there is a need to
investigate the following research questions:
1. How does the perception of ecological risk to water environments differ among
laypeople in southern/southeastern/eastern Nevada’s urban and rural communities?
2. How does the perception of ecological risk to water environments differ between
experts in Las Vegas Valley and rural communities in southern/southeastern/eastern
Nevada?
3. What is the relationship between the perceived ecological risks and perceived benefits
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of interbasin water transfers in southern/southeastern/eastern Nevada’s rural and urban
communities?
4. To what extent do people in southern/southeastern/eastern Nevada trust southern
Nevada’s decision makers who handle the region’s urban growth and water resource
management?
5. What is southern/southeastern/eastern Nevadans’ position on SNWA’s interbasin water
transfer plan from rural basins to Las Vegas Valley?
Perception of risks to water environments will help us to better understand the
views and attitudes of both the experts and laypeople in the face of uncertainty; the
results will help the decision makers formulate effective and efficient policies for
improved water resource management in Las Vegas Valley. It is likely that people living
in this arid geographic region are well aware of the risks that threaten the water
environments, yet they do not fully understand potential implications if current water
use/management trends continue. Las Vegas Valley can increase its water stock by
focusing more on conserving its current water resources.
By examining people’s perception of risk to water environments, water managers
will be able to determine how to modify the existing water pricing structure to encourage
conservation, improve incentives to switch to eco-friendly landscaping, and enhance risk
communication --ensuring Las Vegas Valley will attain water sustainability and become
a “water-conscious” model city in the American Southwest. I therefore recommend a
psychometric study to investigate “perception of ecological risk to water environments
and how it affects water consumption and water resource management” in southern/ and
southeastern/eastern Nevada.
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Appendix A.
Colorado River Basin (watershed).
Source: Carothers and Brown 1991. The University of Arizona Press.
Copyright The Arizona Board of Regents.
Note: Muddy River is on the western side of the Virgin River that drains into Lake Mead.
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Appendix B.
Map of southern and southeastern Nevada.
Source: Draft Conceptual Plan of Development, December 2008
http://www.snwa.com/assets/pdf/gdp_concept_plan.pdf
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Appendix C.
Major interbasin (trans-basin) water transfers in Nevada.
Source: Nevada Division of Water Resources
http://water.nv.gov/Water%20Rights/Water%20Law/interbasin_transfers.cfm

GROUNDWATER TRANSFERS
Basin of Origin

Receiving Basin

Type of Use

Washoe Valley

Eagle Valley

Carson City municipal supply

Goshute Valley

Great Salt Lake Desert

Wendover municipal supply

Pilot Creek Valley

Great Salt Lake Desert

Wendover municipal supply

Long Valley

Cold Springs Valley

Municipal supply

Ralston Valley

Big Smokey Valley

Tonopah municipal supply

Carson Valley

Eagle Valley

Carson City municipal supply

Dayton Valley

Eagle Valley

Carson City municipal supply

L. Meadow Valley Wash

Muddy River Springs Area

Reid Gardner Power Plant

Oreana Sub-area

Lovelock Valley

Lovelock municipal supply

SURFACE WATER TRANSFERS
Source/Basin of Origin

Receiving Basin

Type of Use

Lake Tahoe Basin

Eagle Valley

Carson City municipal supply

Lake Tahoe Basin

Dayton Valley

Virginia City municipal supply

Truckee River (Tracy
Segment)

Carson River

Truckee-Carson irrigation District for
(Churchill Valley via Truckee Canal) irrigation

Newark Valley (spring)

Diamond Valley

Eureka municipal supply

Lake Tahoe Basin
(treated effluent)

Carson Valley

Irrigation

Truckee River (Truckee
Meadows)

Lemmon Valley

Municipal supply

Carson River (Dayton
Valley)

Eagle Valley

Carson City municipal supply

Colorado River (Black
Mountain area)

Las Vegas Valley

Las Vegas area municipal supply

Truckee River (Truckee
Meadows)

Spanish Springs Valley
Irrigation
(via Orr Ditch)

Truckee River (Truckee
Meadows)

Sun Valley

Municipal supply
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Appendix D.
Las Vegas Valley’s water use in 1997 and 2004.
Source: SNWA 2006a

Residential Outdoor 39%
Commercial 13%

9%
7%

Industrial 1%

26%

Government / Schools 5%

5%
1%

Resorts 7%

13%
39%

Non-residential Irrigation 9%
Residential Indoor 26%

1997
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2004

Appendix E.
Total residential water use in Las Vegas Valley showing indoor (nonConsumptive use) and outdoor (consumptive use) components.
Source: SNWA 2006.
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Appendix F.
Average temperatures, annual precipitation, and per capita consumption in select
western cities in the U.S. (Approximate 2007 figures based on data retrieved from
numerous sources.)
Sources: http://www.weatherbase.com
http://www.cabq.gov/aes/s5water.html
http://caplter.asu.edu/docs/symposia/symp2008/Gustafson_etal_2008.pdf
http://www.tucsonaz.gov/water/homeowner.htm
http://www.lbwater.org/pdf/PressReleases/11-02-06PR.pdf
http://www.watercasa.org/research/ecoba/PDFs/Narrative%20PDFs/IRVINE.pdf
http://bcn.boulder.co.us/basin/local/heaney.html

Location

Average
Average
Temperature Summer*
(°F)
High
Temperature
(°F)

Average
Annual
Precipitation
(in)

Average per
capita
residential
water
consumption
(gpcd)

Average per
capita
municipal**
water
consumption
(gpcd)

Los Angeles, CA
Irvine, CA
Phoenix, AZ
Tucson, AZ
Denver, CO
Albuquerque, NM
Las Vegas, NV

65
63
73
69
51
57
67

14.0
12.6
7.7
11.7
15.4
8.5
4.5

125
90
144
114
159
110
165

168
122
196
160
211
175
255

80
81
103.7
99
85.3
90
102

* Calculated based on average high temperatures in June, July, and August.
** Here municipal means all water consumption, i.e. residential, commercial, industrial, and governmental
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consumption combined.

Appendix G.
Comparison of “single-family residential” water usage in western U.S. in 2009.
Source: Water Plan: 2000-2050 --City of Tucson Water Department.
http://www.ci.tucson.az.us/water/docs/waterplan.pdf

_____________________________________________________
Single-Family
Residential GPCD*

Selected Western U.S. Cities

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

114
120
123
131
138
140
165
169
230
236
242
261

El Paso, Texas
Tucson, Arizona
Mesa, Arizona
Glendale, Arizona
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Tempe, Arizona
Phoenix, Arizona
Scottsdale, Arizona
Las Vegas, Nevada
Oro Valley, Arizona
Sacramento, California
Fresno, California

*Data provided by utility representatives except for Las Vegas and Albuquerque which were
obtained from Western Resource Advocates (2003).
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Appendix H.
“Single-family residential” indoor and outdoor per capita water consumption in select
western U.S. water districts. Per capita consumption estimates are based on 2005
data.
Source: Hidden Oasis: Water Conservation and Efficiency in Las Vegas
http://www.pacinst.org/reports/las_vegas/hidden_oasis.pdf
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Southern
Nevada Water
Authority

Metropolitan
Water District
of Southern CA

Irvine Ranch
Water District

Tucson
Water

Albuquerque
Bernalillo County
Water Utility
Authority

Potential
Efficient
Indoor Use

Appendix I.
Per capita residential water use in select European countries in 2003.
Source: United Nations Environment Programme --Freshwater in Europe
http://www.grid.unep.ch/product/publication/freshwater_europe/consumption.php

Liters to U.S. gallon conversion: 1 L = 0.264 U.S. gal
U.S. gallon to liters conversion: 1 U.S. gal = 3.785 L
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Appendix J.
Per capita water use as mandated by the water agencies to stay within sustainable
yield in select Australian cities.
Source: Water Services Association of Australia, 2005
http://www.environment.gov.au/soe/2006/publications/drs/indicator/335/index.html

City

Annual per
capita
consumption
in 2004
(kL)

Canberra
Adelaide
Perth
Melbourne
Newcastle
Brisbane
Sydney
Gold Coast
Mean

162
166
149
138
157
183
151
127
154

Daily residential
water consumption
per capita in 2004
(gpcd)

117.13
120.81
107.73
99.78
113.51
132.31
109.18
91.82
111.34

Annual per
capita
consumption
required in
2030 to stay
within
sustainable
yield
(kL)
211
166
134
132
127
124
117
78
136

% Change
required by
2030

-30
0
10
4
19
32
22
38
12

Liters to U.S. gallon conversion: 1 L = 0.264 U.S. gal
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U.S. gallon to liters conversion: 1 U.S. gal = 3.785 L

Appendix K.
Colorado River water use rates (historic and projected).

Source: Water Resources Research Center, College of Agricultural and Life Sciences,
The University of Arizona
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Appendix L.
Time-series plot of the annual flow volume (in millions of acre-feet) for the
Colorado River at Lee’s Ferry.
Source: http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2004/3062/
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Appendix M.
Potential water supply crises in the U.S. by 2025.
Source: U.S. Department of the Interior.
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Appendix N.
Southern Nevada’s current and projected water demands and resources.
Source: SNWA 2009a
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Appendix O.
Water rate structures in select western U.S. cities in 2007.
Source: Hidden Oasis: Water Conservation and Efficiency in Las Vegas
http://www.pacinst.org/reports/las_vegas/
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Municipality
[Water Provider]

Rate Structure
Type

Fixed Monthly
Service Charge
(in US dollars)
$11.41

Albuquerque (2)

Seasonal and
Increasing Block
Rate (three
blocks)

Big Bend Water District, NV
[Southern Nevada Water
Authority (SNWA)]
Boulder City [SNWA]

Increasing Block
Rate (two blocks)

$7.10

Increasing Block
Rate (three
blocks)
Increasing Block
Rate (four blocks)
Increasing Block
Rate (four
blocks)
Increasing Block
Rate (five blocks)

$7.50

Denver, CO [Denver Water]
Henderson, NV [SNWA]

Irvine Ranch, CA (3)

$3.87
$7.45

$7.50

Las Vegas Valley Water
District (LVVWD), NV
[SNWA]

Increasing Block
Rate (four
blocks)

$4.04

North Las Vegas, NV
[SNWA]

Increasing Block
Rate (four
blocks)

$7.50

Phoenix, AZ

Flat Rate

$4.64

San Diego, CA

Increasing Block
Rate (three
blocks)
Seasonal and
Increasing Block
Rate (three
blocks)

$15.18

Rate Structure
Type

Fixed Monthly
Service Charge
(in US dollars)
$5.42

Seattle, WA

$8.05

Consumption Rate: Unit Rate per
1,000 Gallons [Liters] of Water
Consumed (1)
Nov. - March: $1.64 [$0.433]
(flat rate)
April - Oct:
$1.64 [$0.433] - up to 300% WQA
$2.83 [$0.747]- over 300% WQA
$3.82 [$1.009]- over 400% WQA
$2.70 [$0.713]- up to 15,000
$3.38 [$0.893]- over 15,000
$1.37 [$0.362]- up to 60,000
$1.73 [$0.457]- 60,001 to 550,000
$1.98 [$0.523]- over 550,000
Single Family Residential
$1.72 [$0.444]– up to 11,000
$1.46 [$0.386]- up to 6,000
$1.90 [$0.502]- 6,001 to 16,000
$2.47 [$0.653]- 16,001 to 30,000
$0.82 [$0.217]- up to 40% of allocation
$0.98 [$0.259]- 41-100%
$1.96 [$0.518]- 101-150%
$3.92 [$1.036]- 151-200%
$7.84 [$2.071]- over 200%
$1.10 [$0.291]- up to 5,000
$1.89 [$0.499]- 5,001 to 10,000
$2.62 [$0.692]- 10,001 to 20,000
$3.48 [$0.919]- over 20,000
$1.37 [$0.362]- up to 6,000
$1.78 [$0.470]- 6,000 to 15,000
$2.31 [$0.610]- 15,000 to 24,000
$3.00 [$0.793]- over 24,000
Dec.- Mar. $2.21 [$0.584]
Apr., May, Oct., Nov. $2.63 [$0.70]
Jun. - Sep. $3.34 [$0.882]
$3.024 [$0.799] - up to 5,238
$3.29 [$0.87] - 5,236 to 10,473
$3.71 [$0.98] - over 10,473
Sept. 16 - May 15th: $3.38 [$0.893]
May 16th - Sept. 15th:
$3.85 [$1.017] - up to 3,740
$4.48 [$1.184]- 3,741 to 13,464
$11.43 [$3.02]- over 13,464

Appendix O. (cont.)
Municipality
[Water Provider]
Tucson, AZ

Increasing Block
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Rate (four
blocks)

$5.47 [$1.445]- 11,221 to 23,188
$7.17 [$1.894]- 23,189 to 33,660
$10.03 [$2.65] - over 33,660

Notes:
WQA: Winter Quarter Average
Water rates often vary by the size of the meter. Rates for Tucson and LVVWD are based on charges for
5/8” meter because most homes in the area are equipped by meters of this size. Rates for the other agencies
are based on ¾” meter.
1,000 gallons (gal) = 3,785 liters (L)
(1) Agencies measure water use in a variety of ways. All volumetric measures have been converted to
gallons to maintain consistency.
(2) Albuquerque’s fixed service fee includes a base rate ($7.83), and a Strategy Implementation Fee ($3.58)
totaling to $11.41 per residential account per month. The city of Albuquerque applies “Seasonal
Surcharges” that result in a seasonal rate structure with inclining block rates during summer months. In
2005, the winter quarter average (WQA) for most single-family accounts was 5,236 gallons; this is charged
at the base rate of $1.64 per thousand gallons. The higher blocks are determined based on the WQA.
(3) Allotments for single-family residential customers are based on lot size. The 2006 Irvine Ranch average
customer allotment was 13,464 gallons.

Appendix P.
Marginal water price curves for select water districts in western U.S. in 2007
Source: http://www.pacinst.org/reports/las_vegas/hidden_oasis.pdf
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Appendix Q.
Las Vegas Valley Water District’s marginal water price curve history (1990-2008).
Source: SNWA Conservation Strategies
http://www.snwa.com/assets/pdf/cons_plan_strategies.pdf
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Appendix R.
Water price in select countries --International Water Report 2006
Source: 2005-2006 International Water Report and Cost Survey
Average precipitation rates were retrieved from Encarta online (http://encarta.msn.com/)
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Country

Average precipitation
range within the country
mm (in)/yr

Price of water
(US$)/m³
1 m³ = 1,000 l
1,000 liters =
264.17 U.S. gal

Denmark
Germany
United Kingdom
Belgium
France
The Netherlands
Italy
Finland
Australia

600 (24)
400 (15) - 2,000 (79)
1,016 (40) -2,540 (100)
580 (23) - 820 (32)
254 (10) – 1,397 (55)
690 (27) –770 (30)
460 (18) –1,520 (60)
460 (18) – 710 (28)
250 (10) --Central –
2,500 (100) --North
610 (24)
200 (8) –600 (20)
500 (20) – 800 (30)
100 (4) --North –
2,400 (90) --Pacific Coast
66.8 (2.63) --Yuma –
11,680 (460) --Hawaii

Spain
South Africa
Sweden
Canada
United States

2005/2006
Change

5 Year
Trend

2.246
2.245
1.903
1.723
1.575
1.490
1.147
1.033
1.005

- 4.6%
+ 1.6%
+ 7.8%
+ 1.9%
+ 3.5%
+ 1.0%
+ 2.0%
+ 9.7%
+ 13.8%

+ 1.9%
- 2.7%
+ 32.3%
+ 51.1%
+ 11.8%
+ 0.3%
+ 23.2%
+ 30.2%
+ 45.4%

0.930
0.918
0.859
0.789

+
+
+

3.1%
8.8%
2.4%
8.9%

+ 5.2%
+ 50.2%
+ 10.7%
+ 58.0%

0.658

+ 4.4%

+ 27.0%

The survey is based on prices as of 1 July 2006 for an organization with an annual usage
of 10,000 cubic meters. Prices exclude VAT if applicable. Where there is more than a
single supplier, a non-weighted average of available prices was used. The percentage
change is calculated using the local currency in order to eliminate currency movement
distortion.
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